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TODAY:
Sunny.,
High: 70
Low: 50.

THE MURRAY STATE

SATURDAY: Sunny.
High: 70s. Low : 55.
SUNDAY; Mostly sunny.
High: 75. Low 50s.
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Source: National Weather Sf!rvice
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Three wellness
centers could
open in Murray

Is it over yet?

After the incident in Colorado, many think school
violence is getting out of
hand. Two assistant
professors conducted a
study comparing urban
violence to rural violence.
Look inside for the results.

campus there are oo many
things going on."
AP. for the issue of two other
centers being built in Murray,
Earwood said he doesn't see it
as a concern for Murray State.
"l think it's the best idea," he
Bv REKA AsHLEY
said.
"'We do not necessarily
ASSISTAIIfT NEWS EDtTOI
want all the citizens of Murray
Murray may soon have, not at the University's facility. I
one, but three new wellnesslfit- think it should be exclusive to
Murray (State) employees and
ness centers.
One of these three centers students."
Earwood said when the Uniwill be constructed by Murray
State.
v e r s i t y
Todd Earwood, - , - ' - - - - - - - - - - - talked about
former president -.tNeryone we have
building a
of the Student
talked to from
facility
in
Gove r nment
conjunction
Association, said
other schools said with outside
for Murray State
we s hould build organ i z ait will be more of
tions, they
a fitness center
bigger than what wanted to
than a wellness
we need right
charge stucenter.
now. ' '
d e n t .s
"Essentially,
money.
" W e
we want it to be
- T ODD EARwooD
similar to the fitFoRMER SGA PREsiDENT don't want to
ness facilities the
do that," he
YMCA currently
said.
has," · Earwood
E a r •
said. "We want it
wood said he
to have free weights. machine hopes the facility will be comweights and aerobic areas."
pleted by the fall.
He said the location of the fit·
The Murray-Calloway Counness center is still up in the air ty Hospital is also in the
right now.
process of developing a well"'RSEC is still one of the pri- ness/fitness center.
mary places we discussed,"
Stuart Poston, president of
Earwood said. "But we're still the Murray-Callaway County
holding out for a new building." Hospital, said that facility will
Earwood said the major be split into two sections. One
argument is about how large section will focus on rehabilitathe facility should be.
tion and the other on wellness.
"'Everyone we have talked to
"The emphasis in our center
from other schools said we will be on rehabilitation," Posshould build bigger than what ton said. "'This section will conwe need right now," he said.
tain physical therapy, speech
Earwood said there is a defi- pathology, occupational theranite need for a fitness facility PY and massage therapy. There
will also be a women's diagnoson campus.
tic
center where they can have
"They need to address the
mammography
screenings,
issue and get on with it," he
said. "But as with anything on
Please sec CENTERS/17

•Fitness: Murray will see
three new wellness centers
in the near future if plans
proceed as envisioned.

Op Ecl
Danny Vowell,
photo editor
from
Hopkinsville, is
finally leaving
Murray State
after seven long and
illustrious years.

Seepage

5

CollegeL{(e
W illiam "Wew" Wilson,
chapter director of Murray
State's Lambda Chi Alpha,
donated stock shares worth
more than $500,000 to the
national chapter, and part of
t he money will go to benefit
the ch~ter at Murray State.

Danny VoweiVThe News

Kapen, a St. Bernard, yawns d uring W e d nesday's 'Breds game at Reagan field. Kapen
was w ith Jayne G ibson, freshman from Murray and Trent Gibson, senior from Murray.

Future elevators might
eliminate many concerns
•Elevators: Plans are in
the works for Murray
State receive' new elevators that will calm the
worries of many students.

to

BY jASON

YATES

AsSOCIATE EDITOR
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Sports
The intramural season at
Murray State has ended, and
Hart College, Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity and Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority finished
at the top of the standings.
See where your team finished.

,\'eepaga

13

TheNews Online

News
on\t•W

The on-going debate for
sprinkler funding continues.
Find out about the latest·
battle at www.thenews.org.
Also, fi nd out who's this
year's outstanding senior
man and women.
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There is hope that in the ncar
future students will no longer
have to fear the creaky, temperamental elevators on campus.
A recent rash of malfunctions, particularly in the residential colleges, have left some
students hesitant to step onto
elevators. Allison N all and
Kristy Almaroad are two students who recently found them·
selves trapped on a Hart College elevator for nearly 20 minutes.
"We stopped at the fourth
floor to let someone off and

started going up to the sixth
floor, but the doors did not
open," Nall, freshman from
Smithfield, said. "It has been a
recurring problem in Hart
Hall."
Almaroad, sophomore from
Marion, Ill., said for the first
couple of weeks after the incident1 she would not use the elevators at aU. She said she occasionally uses them now, but
only if she cannot hear them
shaking as they come down.
"A lot of people say they do
not feel safe in the elevators
anymore," sl}e said.
Jeremy Faith, junior from
Louisville, was trapped on a
Regents College elevator for 45
minutes Monday night. He said
he was going from the fifth to
the third floor when the elevator jerked' and the door would
not open.
Faith snid he does not blame

Straw poll will help
determine next move
•Faculty Senate: Options
on further action against
the University president
will be discussed at the
Senate meeting Tuesday.
BY

)ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI

.. ~'

,•
.\

.

Ann Landini:

The Faculty
Senate president
...• i said no proposals
have been made
or brought
before the Senate
yet.

~

EOITOR•IN· C HIEF

The time allotted for University President Kern Alexander
to direct the removal of student
course evaluations as resolved
by the Faculty Senate has
passed, but the executive committee is not in the process of
preparing any further resolutions.
Currently, the committee is
compiling results from a straw
poll of faculty used to gather
their views concerning the next
course of action. The faculty
were asked to rate options
according to their "mostfavored action."
The options range from dropping the 'issue, "enough has
been done," to organizing a formal vote of confidence or noconfidence in the president.
One of the other six choices
include~ not dropping the
issue, but having the execU;tivc

committee "meet privately with
the President as he bas
requested, to try to reach a
mutually agreeable compromise." Another includes continuing a censure and non-participation in student evaluations,
except for probationary faculty.
One other possibility is to call
for the president's resignation
or termination.
The poll states if a faculty
member chooses the option to
conduct a formal vote of confidence, he is then required to
participate in the formal voting
procedure. For faculty to vote
"no-confidence" in the president means they do not have
faith in him as their leader.
The poll was distributed by email to all faculty members and
the results will be discussed in
the regular Faculty Senate

'

Plea.<oc see SENATE/17

the University for the incident.
"I have been here for three
years, and this is the first time
it has happened to me," he said.
"Facilities Management is
doing a great job, considering
how old the elevators are."
Old elevators could soon be a
t hing of the past. Dewey
Yeatts, associate vice president
of Facilities Management, said
within the next two years all
residential colleges and many
academic buildings are scheduled to have new elevators.
"Elevators across campus are
in poor condition," Yeatts said.
"However, we have an aggressive schedule to get them
replaced."
Yeatts said some of the work
will be done this summer, but
most of the elevators will be
replaced over the next two
Please see ELEVATORS/17

Students say 'E'Nuff'
to mass e-mail ·mailings
ing and Technology Services, said it was possi·
ble to block mail to all users by connecting to
Racernet and following a series of steps, but her
office does not recommend doing so because email is an easy way to communicate with all
\
BY DENISE HIGGINS
students
quickly.
STAFF W RITER
Haines agreed blocking mail to all users is
Joshua Haines, senior from Florence, is tired not the best option.
"I may not need to know about the Health
of seeing "to all users" in his e-mail inbox.
"I want Murray State to use technology to its Services program over the weekend, but I may
utmost capabilities," he said. "Murray State need to know about my senior breakfast,"
has a way of informing the student body of Haines said. "'1 may delete the wrong message,
information they need to be aware of but are and I will not get to go to my senior breakfast.
"Right now I have two choices. Either I
losing in the attempts by misusing services."
Haines founded E'Nuff, an organization dedi- receive three e-mails a day about stuff that I
cated t.o showing students' disapproval of mass don't want to know about, or I am not informed
at all."
mailings to all campus e-mail users.
Miller said there are alternative ways to get
''I'm not saying I'm against Murray State," he
said. "They are doing what they are supposed to information out. On the Murray State home
be doing by informing students of what they page, there is a "What's Happening" link that
need to know. Instead, there is a better way to informs students about what events are being
held on campus.
do it that needs to be looked at.
Haines said by adding a link to this page and
"I think all user e-mails should be centralized
in one office, an office that offers the ability to forwarding it to all users once a week, the probcondense and/or restrict e-m ails so students are lem would be solved.
Next semester Haines plans to start a petinot nuisanced by numerous e-mails."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student tion and conduct surveys to show the number of
Affairs, said offices that send out mass mailings students who are actually getting the information.
need to be selective.
Also, the problem of Duplicate mailings has
"I don't want it to become a process where you
automatically trash all campus mail without been corrected. Angie Miner, academic operareading it," Robertson said. "'E-mail is the best tions specialist, was not aware of the problem,
way we can communicate with students."
but has since fixed it. Additional problems can
Linda Miller, director of Academic Comput· be addressed to postmaster@murraystate.edu.

•E-Mail: Josh Haines has started a campaign to end the mass mailings that
every campus e-mail user receives.
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Program plans
for millenniUm

Brain strain

Commencement
announcement
The University's commencement exercises and
investiture ceremony will
take place May 8 in the
Regional Special Events
Center. The ceremony will
begin at I0 a.m. Graduating seniors are to arrive at
9 a.m. to line up. Also at 9
a.m., a reception hosted by
the academic and residential college~ will be held on
concourses C and D of
RSEC.

•Millennium: A series of
brown-bag luncheon talks
will be held to discuss a
variety of topics related to
academic fields and the
millennium.

Cobb, Galloway
honored by IAAP
Stephen Cobb and Jama
Galloway were named
1999 Boss of the Year and
1999 Secretary of the Year,
respectively, by the International Association of
Administrative Professionals.
Cobb has been a faculty
member at Murray State
since 1988. He is the chair
of the department of
physics and engineering
physics. Cobb was selected by a panel of judges
based on a written resume
submitted by his secretary,
Rhonda Rogers.
been
Galloway
has
employed by Ryan Foods
Company, a subsidiary of
Dean Foods, for I0 years.
She has been active in
IAAP since joining the
Murray chapter in 1993.

TESOL conference
teac hes faculty,
graduate student s
Faculty and graduate
students participated in a
Teaching English to Speakers of Other languages
conference last weekend
in Louisville. The conference was for teachers,
administrators and workers throughout Kentucky.
There was a panel discussion about teaching
English to refugees and
immigrants. Some panel
members discussed how
to cope with the stresses
of living in a new country.

Briefs compiled by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.

.... .

unity," Brown said. "We want
people to discuss issues other
than parking or the administration; something other than
the usual."
Clarence Maxie, junior from
Hopkinsville, is one of the students on the steering committee. One of his personal goals
for the Millennium Project is to
help bring about unity.
Maxie is the president of
White College, is the current
lecturer chair of Campus Activities Board and is in charge of
student activities and affairs
for the Millennium Project. He
intends to use these positions
to promote the millennium and
attempt to unify the campus.
"Personally I want to achieve
awareness," Maxie said. ••r
want people to know that they
don't have to stay with consistency, but can adapt to change.
1 think this project will help
the communication improve
between the faculty and staff
and the students. Murray
State can pour together with
communication and that will
bring about a closeness."
The series is designed to run
through the spring semester of
2001.
The new millennium is a
theme that can run for more
than a year, Brown said.
"It is a big enough event," he
said. ''We think we can talk
about it for lwo years."
The brown-bag luncheons
will be held seven times during
the fall semester, alternating
between Wednesdays and
Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Barkley Room.
The. presentations and discuss ions will be free.

BY KRISTIN HILL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Youth program
highlights college
The 1999 Summer Youth
Enrichment Program at
Murray State is being
offered for ninth to 12th
grade students who are
interested in learning
about college and planning
for their futures. The program will be held May 31
through June I I.
The activities will include
workshops, field trips to
historically
significant
places such as the Civil
Rights Museum, seminars,
group activities and an
introduction to college life.
For more information
about the program, phone
Doris
Clark-Parham,
director of African American
Recruitment and
Retention Services, or
Donald .Cook, admissions
counselor, at 1-800-2724MSU or 762-3088. The
application deadline is May
10.

Murray State News

laura Deaton/The News

A udrey Clark. senior from Clinton fin ishes her end of the year studies in the Lowry
Center W ednesday afternoon.

Housing expansion possible
out of Atlanta that specializes in student housing,
is negotiating to buy the land on the proposed
site between 16th street and U.S. 121.
Brad Pollack, a representative of the company,
hopes the first phase of construction will be fin·
ished by Aug. 1. He also said most universities
STAFF REPORT
are very receptive to these housing units.
The Murray Planning Commission has already
Students may have an opportunity to live in
been presented with a drawing board of the new
new student housing complexes soon.
construction. Plans include fully-furnished apartThe Plantation Apartments located west of Uni- ments and a clubhouse-type facility within the
versity Heights may soon be replaced with a 168- structure. Other recreational facilities that could
unit complex to be used for student housing. be included within the complex are a swimming
Although the plan is still in the works, the Mur- pool and tennis courts.
ray Planning Commission has voted to table the
Planf_ also call for sprinkler ~ystems to be
discussion.
.
1 installia along with a wi~d security device withPlace Collegiate Properties, a company based in the complex for emergency purposes only. ·

•Housing: The Murray Planning Commission voted to hold discussion on a new
housing complex designed for students
who live off-campus.

Technically speaking, the
new millennium begins on January 1, 2001. ·Emotionally and
psychologically, the transition
from 1999 to 2000 is anticipated to be a bigger change, said
Ted Brown, chair of the Millennium Project steering committee.
As part of the core events for
the campuswide Millennium
Project, beginning in the fall,
the steering committee will
hold a series of brown-bag luncheon talks.
Faculty members will present a topi~ related to their
field and tie it into the millennium theme. The presentations
will be 20 to 30 minutes long
and will be followed by a 30minute open discussion.
"It will be an informal, open,
participatory
discussion,"
Brown said. "The purpose is to
get people talking because the
millennium affects every
department, every office on
campus. We are hoping there
will be a wide range of topics to
be attractive to everyone."
Brown said a goal of the
series is to "promote exploration and discussion of intellectual issues." The committee
is also attempting to build common interest throughout the
campus an~ community.
"We want to build campus

New facilities take bcick seat t o sprinklers
•Residential life: Plans to build
new residential colleges have been
put on hold because of the installation of sprinklers.
BY DONALD LAWSON
ONLINE EDITOR

Since the decision to raise housing fees
to pay for sprinkler installation, questions have been raised as to whether a
new residential college facility will be
built as previously planned.
There has been no groundbreaking for
the new facility, which was originally to
be completed by the fall semester of

1999. Plans were then
in current low rise facil·
pushed back into early ' '
ities.
If we' put off
2000. However, with
"If we put off bringing
bringing down the
housing fees going to
down the low rises, we
low rises. we will will consider putting
sprinkler installation,
plans for the new faciliconsider putting sprinklers in the low
ties have been put on
sprinklers in the rises," Hulick said.
hold.
"We've focused energy
low rises.''
Paula Hulick, director
on high rises. When we
-PAULA HULICK, DIRECTOR
of h'o using and residenget into next year, we
tial life, said there has
or HousiNG AND will look at the second
REsiDENTIAL LIFE
b een no word ~ to h ow
phase of installation."
Richmond College
long the new facilities - - - - - - - - - - - will be at a standstill.
Residence Director Rachel Hurst-MockDepending on how long the project is ler has been Jiving in Richmond since
put on hold, sprinklers may be installed July. Hurst-Mockler said she has not

heard many details on what is going on
with the new facility, only that it has
been put off due to lack of funding. With
the delay of the new facility, she said
efforts are being made to have some renovation done to the current Richmond
facility over the summer.
"With the high rises being closed, the
low rise dorms will be used to house people during summer activities," HurstMockler said. "Richmond will close
early. Student rooms and doors w:ill be
painted. We are also requesting new carpet to be installed and are hoping to
have the fourth floor study lounge
worked on."

RUral, urban shooting coverage differs
•School shootings: '!Wo
Murray State professors
and one graduate student
compare media coverage of
school viole nee in urban
and rural areas.

Journal, The New York Times
and The Wall Street Journal,
and noted which school violence
stories were written, where
they were located in the paper,
the headline used and how
many pictures were used. The
three rural violent acts anaBY BRANDl WILLIAMS
lyzed were the Paducah shootNEWS EDITOR
ing, the Jonesboro, Ark., shootOn Jan. 15, two students were ing and the Pearl, Miss., shootshot outside a Bronx high ing.
In a 30-day span, the study
school. The shooting did not
appear in local newspapers and found there were 52 front page
did not receive maJor coverage articles devoted to rural school
on news networks, as the Little· violence, while there were only
ton, Colo., shooting did. Howev- 2 articles devoted to urban
er, two students died. Does this school violence.
Menifield said 92 percent of
mean their deaths were any
all
murder/suicides in 1993 to
less tragic?
This, and many other· ques- 1994 took place in urban
tions, inspired Charles Meni- schools, while only 8 percent
field, assistant professor of took place in rural schools.
Another concern in the study
political science, John Homa,
was
how the stories were writ·
assistant professor of cnminal
ten.
justice and Anita Brewer, grad"The coverage is mostly on
uate student, to write a study
on a comparison of media cover- rural shootings, and ft.hey are
age of school violence in urban covered in difTerent ways,"
Homa said. _
and rural areas.
Most of the urban school
The study, which was written
shootings
were written in the'
this semester. analyzed three
form
of
:t
pulin· rcporl, while
major newspapers, 'l'he CCJurier·
the rural school Hhootmgs were·

written with · more detail,
including interviews with the
families of the victims and the
neighbors of the assailants.
According to the study, 55
murders occurred in American
schools in 1992; however, in
1997, there were only 25 people
killed in schools. Violence is
actually decreasing in schools.
"The data clearly show a
decline in school shootings,"
Menifield said. "It is not
increasing in rural schools, but
decreasing on all levels."
Homa said he believes one of
the reasons the president has
decided to set policy against
school violence is because of the
media's coverage of these
events.
"If it was a problem in '92,
then why didn't we set policy
then?" Homa said. "Why did we
wait until it got to the middle
class? All of a sudden, as soon
as Paducah, Ky., occurred, the
president decided to set policy."'
Menifield agreed.
"The whole point of this is
there should be something done
about this, and it should not
take· a rural shooting to set pol
icy," he said.

VIOLENCE AT SCHOOL
Comparison of Media Coverage
(Front Page Articles)

Rural Incidents
Tile

Courier-Journal

Wall Street Journal

T11e

Now York Times

Ari<ansas

7

Arkansas

3

Arkansas

Mississtppl

0 '

MisSISStppl

0

MiSSISStppi

1

Kentucky

0

Kentucky

8

Kentucky

15

The
CocJri er-Journa 1

Urban Incidents

Wall StLcet Journal

1'!1e
New York

19

T1mes

Vtrgtnta

1

Vtrgmla

1

V!rgtnfa

0

Wash. D.C

0

Wash. DC

0

Wash. DC

0

New York

0

New York

0

New York

0

Source Homa, Mentlteld and Brewer
Bnan Howen I Tile News

The study was presented to
the Academy of Criminal ,Jus·
tice 8c1ences Convention in

Orlando, Fla., and the authors
an~ looking to get it published
soon.

•
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ROTC's reign ofJicially ends
•ROTC: The last ROTC
member has completed the
p~ogram and graduates in
May with a degree in
nursing.
By GREG STARK
VIEWI'OINT EDITOR

It has been a long and winding road for Michael Corbin
from high school to being Murray State's last ROTC graduate.
When he graduated high
school, Corbin, senior from
Puryear, Tenn., wanted to join
the United States Army. However, the army refused him
because of an ear ailment.
Corbin then went on to Mississippi State University, where
he earned a degree in forestry.
Mter graduating college,
Cor&in tried to join the army

again. This time he was suecessful. During his time in the
army, he earned a spot on
active duty as a noncommissioned officer with the rank of
sergeant.
Later, his thoughts turned to
the medical profession. He
decided to go to medical school,
so he enrolled in the Murray
State department of nurs~ng.
When Corbin learned the
University had an ROTC program, he enrolled. However,
the University's ROTC disbanded in 1997 and the
remaining ROTC members
have graduated one-by-one.
Corbin said he enjoyed his
time in the University's ROTC.
"It's been pretty good," he
said. "I was on prior service
beforehand, and I had experienced the kinds of things that
were already taught. The offi-

job will be as a nurse."
Corbin said he would rather
' 'I understand the
the University had left the
military is not for
ROTC program open.
everybody, and
"I understand the military is
not for everybody, and some
some people are
people are not for the military,"
not for the milihe said. "It would add a new
dimension for the University in
tary. ' '
education
and character."
-MICHAEL CORBIN, LAST
Cor bin said he always
ROTC GRADUATE
admired the army and the role
- - - -- - - - -- of the soldier.
cers here fine-tuned my skills.
"It's kind of developed over
They had something to work time," he said. "When I was
with here."
growing up, I had an admiraCorbin took 300 and 400- tion for the soldier. A big part
level ROTC courses while of that was the sacrifices that '
enrolled here. He also will · the soldier had made. America
graduate with a degree in has a lot of freedoms and privinursing.
leges that other countries don't
"I will be going on active h ave. I think some soldiers
duty, and I will be commis- have made some ultimate sacsioned into the army nurse rifices and not·so-ultimate saccorps," he said. "Officially, my rifices for the country."
-----------

Chemistry team receives recognition
•Science: Murray State chemist
Bommanna Logi:znathan has gained
national recognition for cancer
research.

Bv Russ OATES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State now has one more credit to
boast. The new findings of Bommanna
Loganathan have put the University in
national spotlight.
Loganathan, environmental chemistry
research associate in the University's College of Science, bas received much attention for his study of a class of chemicals
called butyltins.
Butyltins are toxic chemicals used in
many products. The most toxic, tributyltin,

is used on boat hulls to inhibit the growth
of barnacles.
Loganathan originally studied the chemical's effect on dolphins in Florida. At Murray State, he has turned his attention to
the chemical's presence in freshwater
lakes. Kentucky Lake, with its barge traffic,
contains
butyltins.
However,
Loganathan said the levels are very low
compared to those of coastal waters.
A research team, including Murray State
professors Margaret Whalen, David Owen
and James Sickel, focused its efforts on the
effects of butyltins on natural killer lymphocytes, white blood cells that fight cancer.
Lymphocytes were extracted from eight
volunteers and exposed to butyltins. The
exposed cells were then introduced to
leukemia cancer cells. The lymphocytes'

ability to fight the cancer was greatly
inhibited.
"Though butyltins can be eliminated
through the urine, they can affect the
immune cells," Loganathan said.
Because of its importance to cancer
research, Loganathan's work has attracted
serious attention.
The group's findings were recently presented at the American Chemical Society's
annual meeting in Anaheim, Calif.
"So many people have called me from all
over the place," Loganathan said. "It will
be interesting to see in a year or two if
there will be many publications in this
area."
Loganathan's research of butyltins is by
no means over.
Said Loganathan: "' want to study the
cellular mechanisms affected by butyltins."

Police Heat
April 23, 1999
11:25 a.m. An auto accident was reported behind Richmond College.
There were no injuries.
April 24, 1999
12:01 a.m. A noise complaint was reported because of a party behind
Regents and White colleges.
2:36 p.m. An auto accident was reported at Stewart Stadium. There were
no injuries.
Aprll25, 1999
12:49 a.m. A noise complaint was reported at the 100 block of College
Courts.
8:11 p.m. An auto accident was reported In the Business Building lot.
There were no injuries.
April 26, 1999
Noon. Public Safety assisted the Murray Police Department with an auto

accident on 16th Street. There were no injuries. ·
12:12 p.m. Public Safety worked with an auto accident at 12th and Chest·
nut for the Murray Police Department. There were no injuries.
8:53 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the Curris Center for a person
having a seizure. The person refused transportation.
11:08 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to White College
for a false fire alarm.
April 27, 1999
5:06 p.m. Phillip R. Jones was issued a citation for disregarding a stop
sign and failure to display a license plate.
6:55p.m. A complaint was reported on bicyclists near Richmond College.
They were asked to leave campus.
April 28, 1999
2:56 a.m. The Murray Are Department was dispatched to Regents College. Problems with a smoke detector on the 1Oth floor caused the false
alarm. The building was evacuated and there were several additional
alarms because of a faulty smoke detector. From 7:30 to 7:44 am. the
system was off-line for repairs.
6:40 a.m. There was a false fire alarm at Regents College because of the
10th floor smoke detector malfunction.
1:59 p.m. An auto accident was reported in the Olive Boulevard parking
lot. No one was injured.
7:13 p.m. An ambulance was requested at Hart College on the south side
because a woman fainted.
10:12 p.m. A complaint was called in about skateboarders around the
Industry and Technology building. The skateboarders were gone on
arrivaL
Racer Escorts - 5
Motorist Assists • 8

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Kristin Hill, assis·
tant news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.

'

THE OFFICE OF HOUSING & RESIDENCE LIFE WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATULATE OUR NEW RA'S FOR THE FALL SEMESTER:
Lon Arzen
Re'nita Avery
Rodrick Averyhart
Dave Blair ·
David Bowersox
Deborah Carter
jennifer Elliott
Eric Epsey
Doug Fisher
Kari Foster
Tiffany Freeman
Ashley Hailst on
Chris Hauslett
Em ily Hoban
Vanessa johns

jesstca Lewter
Christine Moody
scott Naeger
Nolan Patton
Chris Poswinski
Leslie Rowland
Ashley Skinner
Brandon Sollers
Elisia Soto
Yvet te Stewart
wendy Thelkel
Mason Tudor
Laura vaughn

•

Ashley Wilson
Katherine Youn

Chi Alpha College sunday!
At Murray First Assembly of God
on 94 East
This sunday, May 2 10:30 a.m.
It's the once a year event that everyone...well.•. most
everyone••.uh..•a whole lot of people have been eagerly awaiting!
Chi Alpha students and alumni:
·Leading Worship
• Special Singing
• Powerful Drama
And of course Bible teaching from the man, Mark Randall himself.
You don't want to miss! (Free pizza afterwards for students and
XA Alumni f) If you need a ride be at the
Hart Hall lobby at 10:10 a.m ..

''Lowest Rates In Town••

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

Av alla ble Tues day,

May 4,

.

1999:

Tom Hanks
)
.
. ~ '

..

,tr

Reserve
Your
Copy
Today!
Call
753·8084

\

Meg Ryan

•

} . cars to vans
.

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid driver's license.

"MaJor credit cards"
Local pickup anflaf)le

Parker J=ord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
753 • 5273 Ask for

wade

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

ViewPoint
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Did you go to REBOS?

th

Why or why not?

Name: Nathan
Waters
Major:
Agricultural
Education
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Kuttawa
"No, sometimes I'm not into
big parties."

Name: Codie
Bennett
Major: Art
Education
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Princeton
"Yes, I just
went because my friends were
going."

Name : Manish
Patel
Major: Biology
Year : Sophomore
Hometown:
Madisonville
" No, I h ad to go
to a weddin g
bac k home."

It all started with a small fire, but a
few days later, the fire that no one
could ignore occurred.
Good:
The Hester College fire in Sep- The community came together
tember was the biggest news story after the tragedy.
to come to Murray in many years. Bad:
The fatal fire killed one and many One person was killed and many
others were injured. The news qual- others were injured.
ity of the fire made it not only the Ugly:
biggest news story in Murray over
No suspects have been found in the
the last few months, but also one of
investigation.
the biggest stories in the region. The
flow of support from the campus Minger, the September fire -at Hester
and community helped victims get College has fueled legislation in
through the times following the fire. Fran~fort for sprinklers to be put in
Beyond the tragic death of Michael dormitories statewide, which has

.

Name: Maria
Renteria
Major: Public
Relations
Year: Senior ,
Ho m etown:
Clarksville, Tenn.
".No, I'm with
t he National Panh ellenic
Co uncil and we had a party
the same night."
Brooks/The News
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also sparked a debate about who
should pay for the sprinklers; the
state or the universities?
If any positives can come out of a
tragedy such as this, the awareness
of the importance for safety in the
University's, and the state's dormitories has.
After the tragedy occurr.ed, the
community helped those victimized
by the fire get back on their feet by
holding fund-raisers, providing donations for the victirps and, in some
cases, even opening their homes to
some who could not find other
housing.

Of course, the fact the tragedy
happened looms, as well as the fact
no suspects have been found, even
though seven were originally arrested. Soon after the suspects were
arrested, the major charges against
them relating to the fire were
dropped, leaving the investigators to
look for other suspects who might
have been involved.
It is a shame the suspects have not
been found yet. Even though the
tragedy occurred more than eight
months ago. it would be reassuring if
those responsible were found and
prosecuted for their actions.

It was best, worst
of times for SGA'
The good, the bad and the ugly
have come forth in a vicious cycle
surrounding the faculty, SGA and the
president.
SGA has shown a continuation
that students can count on. The
Source, which appeared last semester, has again been printed this
s.emester. Also, the SGA was instrumental in bringing new entertainment value to the campus, such as
the Dave Matthews/Tim Reynolds
concert in February.
' However, many problems exist
among the faculty, president and
SGA concerning the evaluations
being posted on the Internet, which
resulted in the censure of the president by the Faculty Senate. Until the
president and faculty members can
come to terms on the censure it will
hurt the students of this University.
Faculty and administration will begin
spending more time arguing with
each o~her than they will thinking

N a me: Timo
Horoho
Major: Economics
Year : Junior
Hometown:
Kenya
" RE what? N o, I
didn't even hear
about it."

Ryan

Many pitfalls, positives came from fire

Our\,7(!U.'
Good:
SGA created helpful tools for the
students, such as The Source.

Bad:
The conflict between the faculty
and administration over the faculty
evaluations on the Internet.

Ugly:
The students are being involved in
the conflict among the faculty,
administration and the SGA.
about the students' needs. This is a
problem that will have to be taken
care before the fall semester begins
to ensure a quality education for
students.
The ugly part is the students,
whether they like it or not, are being
caught in the triangle between the
faculty and administration. Many students have mixed reviews about the
posting of the evaluations.

•

Number two - Even if they
sonal friend of mine and I
believe he will be an asset to were, most students on this
MSU. He will faithfully per- campus are here to acquire
form his office and put Mur- the skills and knowledge that
ray's best interests ahead of they need to be successful in
his own and will not treat the their chosen careers Frankly,
job as resume material as oth- if the faculty are unhappy,
then they will not be effective
er:s have been known to do.
Congratulations, Brandon, teachers. and the students
on a job truly done well.
will not be given the opportunity to learn.
Stacy K. Vincent
I find it disturbing that in
Mammoth Cave
Real Vincent
my final year at Murray State
commends Kirkham
I have learned little except
Student not happy
To the Editor:
that two men can effectively
with Earwood
bring the education of thouRecently, a letter was print- To the Editor:
sands of people to a grinding
ed in The News which was
halt with their silly juggling
I am writing this letter in act. To be honest, I am
claimed to have been written
by me. I say claim since I did response to Todd Eanvood's appalled by the situation and
article last weE'k, hi ~ inapp- would hope in the future the
not write this letter.
While I did not write this propriate speech at the Senior SGA would be more concerned
letter,· I agree with much of Breakfast and the stuff going by the pertinent problems of
what was written. I, as well as on around campus right now. this campus, like getting more
the true writer, deplore the I'm not going to use this time faculty and renovation of
dirty political tactics of and space to spout my opin- decrepit buildings.
spreading lies and destroying ions of faculty evaluations
In closing, I would like to
signs. I also appreciate it being put on the web. There say Earwood, as SGA presiwhen candidates conduct are enough people doing that. dent. is supposed to represent
However, there are a few the students, but he does not
themselves in a courteous,
gentlemanly fashion. Further- things I would like to get represent any student~ that I
more, I feel it is truly a shame acro~s to SGA and Earwood. know. I only hope thnt SGA
that voters, whether students Number one - Our faculty are President Brandon Kirkham
or the public at large, do not not sitting around whining will be more concerned with
about wanting more money, what the student body really
exercise their right to vote.
However, I feel as if I must as Earwood seems to think. wants, a good education.
clean up a difference of opin- They arc rightfully complainion I do not share with the ing about extremely immense Amy N. Jones
identity-stealing
writer. workloads, facilities that are :\1urray
Frankly, I believe in the not adequately maintained
recent SGA presidential elec- and an administration that is Student disappoin ted
tion, the best man did win. not at all concerned about with lack of Shock
To the Editor:
Brandon Kirkham ~~ a per- their needs.

Editor's note: The letter
signed by Stacy K. Vin·
cent last week was not
written by the signed
author. However, Stacy
K Vincent has written
a rebuttal, which is
printed this week. We
apologize for the error.

Last Friday, on my way to
class, I did the usual. Running frantic through Wilson
Hall, I picked up The Murray
State News. I knew beforehand, however, what 1 was
looking for would not be
found. Thus, my reason for
writing.
The first thing I ever look
for in the newspapers are the
cartoons, particularly those
drawn by Darin Shock. He
had already informed me of
the inevitable. The Murray
State New.~ had "let him go."
For several weeks now, there
have been disputes over the
cartoons Shock draws. He has
basically been called a disgrace, filled with "vulgarity
and utter disrespect." r am
appalled. These are harsh
words to say about someone
who brings life to the paper.
Shock is an artist, a cartoonist, not a journalist. Art
may be liked by some and
hated by others, but this does
not make it good or bad. He is
comical, creative and very talented. A good cartoonist is one
who shows controversy. By
not doing such, it would have
no effect.
This is a college newspaper,
intended for a college audience, not a high school journalism class. If high school
teachers have such problems
showing their classes the
paper because of the cartoons,

don't! The paper is not intended for them anyhow.
To· the food service employees, Shock had no intentions
of targeting specific employees. After all, it is not your
fault we pay you to serve slop
with a smile. It. is not your
fault we pay thousands of dollars
a
year
for
a
soybeanl"poopburger" a long
with a side of "vomit casserole." Lighten up. Laugh. It is
funny! You do your job well.
In conclusion, I wish to
address the editor of the
paper. Aren't you the one who
decides what is published in
the paper? Do you not approve
what is printed? If this is the
case, why did you choose to
put Shock's cartoons in the
newspaper and then take
away the best part? 1 am
ashamed you would allow a
few upset people to ruin an
excellent part of the paper.
Melissa Young
Morganfield

Because of space constraints, some letters
could not be printed
this week. The letters
that were not printed
will be posted on The
Murray State News
Online.
(http: II www.thenewli.org)
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Professional student takes flight
Not so many nights ago, as I was
walking across campus, I felt a sudden
urge to pause As a light fog rolled
across lhe pedestrian mall, I turned
my eyes toward the sky and began to
drift away in thought as the orange
incandescent light of the lamp bathed
me in its warm glow
Jt wa:; at lhis point I realized my
time at Murray State was finally
drawing to a close (the second time, for
those of you who are keeping score.)
As my thoughts continued to meander,
I realized my experiences can be
summed up in three basic areas.
The first area is faith, Perhaps
nowhere has this been more evident
than in my experiences ytith The Mur·
ray Slate New..;. The many years of
service 1 have given to this newspaper
have instilled rne with great faith in
my own abiliti~s. as well as those of
my comrades within the department
of journalism and mass communica·
tions.
Faith is Flomething all students who
are now lcnving the Murray State
community must cling to. ll is as if we
have been climbing n mountain all

In My
( Jpin iolt
DANNY
VOWELL

these years and now w~ are at the top.
As we look back, we are greeted with

familiar scenes, familiar places. It
would be !'\O easy to go back.
Now, as the future looms before us
at the top of this mountain, there is
nothing left for us to do but tn step out
into the nebulous void that st ret<.'hes
before us. We must. take n leap nf fnith
into the great unknown that is the
future
The second area is hope. Hope is the
glue that binds the pages <•f the great
Murray St.nte novel we each write
every passing day. With each action,
with each experience, we add yet
another paragraph .
Hope has been paramount to my

experiences. I have hoped my film
would come out acceptable. I have
hoped I could find enough money to
eat. I have hoped for a passing grade
on a few tests. Now, I hope for the
future.
The third area is by far the
strongest. If hope is the glue that
binds the novel together, then love is
the spine and cover that protect it.
Since I have been at Murray State, I
have been fortunate enough to experience the love. of friends who have
helped me through my own turbulent
times. Yet, as important to me as this
is, I have witnessed a far stronger love
through my camera's eye.
During the Hester tragedy, I saw
the Murray State community come
together as a whole. This is an act I
never thought I would see occur at
Murray State, as I have always felt
the campus to be rather apathetic. It
ij sad it. took an event such as that to
bring about such an outpouring of
love, but now I can rest easy knowing
it truly exists.
All of these areas are perhaps best
summed up by the experiences I have

had at 1505 W. Main. Though I have
not been able to be as active in the
past two years as I might have liked,
the lessons taught there will be with
me for life and make that leap of faith
all the more easy to take.
I would now like to dispense my
obligatory thank-you's.
,
I would first of all like to thank President Alexander for the opportunity to
attend his illustrious university, even
though President Kurth was here
when I first enrolled.
I would also like to thank Public
Safety for the $2 million in parking
tickets I received since 1992, as well
as the manufacturers of Pepto Bismol,
without whom I could have never survived my first two years of eating at
Winslow.
I would like to thank whoever stole
the rim and rear cassette of my bike.
Thank you to the insurance company,
whose staff felt it in their hearts to see
I received a far better bike than I had
in the first place.
At lhe risk of sounding as if I just
won a major music award, I would also
like to thank the many friends I have

made over the years (one of whom
actually has a color named after her!)
Without your continued support and
guidance, l feel pretty sure I would be
sitting on the corner of 16th and Main
St. holding a sign that says "will photo
for food." But then again, it would
probably never come to that. I am
quite sure I could make a lot more
money selling my hair to a doll company.
As I close my thank-you's, I am
reminded of lyrics penned by Neil
Peart: "Some are born to move the
world, to live their fantasies. But most
of us just dream about the things we'd
like to be. Sadder still to watch it die,
than never to have known it ... to you
the blind who once could see, the bell
tolls for thee."
I ask each student at Murray State
to remember home is where you find
yourself. For me, Murray State will
always be home. I also ask you to hold
onto your dreams, for dreams are the
threads from which reality is woven.

Danny Vowell i.q the photo editor for
The Murray State News.

Professional
jobs deserve
good qualities
'l'his is iL, my final week at
1'he Murray State News. Well,
at least f think so. Yes, I am a
senior, but no, I am not graduating uRtil December. l have
dec1dcd lhis will be my last
semester at 'J'he News.
During my time working in
the news section and being the
viewpoint editor, I have realized ~everal things. One is that
people do not understand The
Murray State News is actually
a "real job." The second is it
takes n lot of courage and
patience to be the viewpoint
editor.
The Murrny StatP. News operate~ as a business. To explain it
more easily, I am going to compare our starr in managerial
termR. The editor-in chief
would be comparable to the
CF:O of n company. She is the
highest authority, although a
non-voting member of the editorial board for many decisions.
The section editors would be
considered managers, and the
assistant editors would be considerP.d assistant managers.
And finally, all starr writers,
copy editors, photographers,
cartoonists and graphic design
artists would be considered
employee~ ' of the hufliness.
When hired ut 7'he News,
each staff member is given
workplace policies and job
requirements so they know
exactly what they arc expected
to do, just like in any other
place of business.
Job requirements are not the
only important quality a staff
member must have. '['here are
also expected employee standards. Good employees are dedicatecl , patient and appreciate
newspaper~ and other media
outlet~.

Now thal I have been a little
informative, 1 am going to
move to a mor<' important issue
that affecl<>d me personally.
The New8 policy is that, under
usual circumstances, we cannot write n rebuttal to anyone
who has an opinion about our
writing. l think it is a very good
policy because we are writers
who have to learn to take criticism, but sometimes it was
unhearnble for me.
There were a couple of times
I received unsigned letters in
my mailbox about my writings,
and they were not very nice.
My first response was maybe I

I~

My

()jJinion
LORI

BURliNG

should reread what 1 Y(rote, but
then I sat for a minute and
thought to myself. "You know
what, if they don't have the
character and confidence in
what they wrote to sign their
names, then why should I let
their opinions affect. me?" So
you know what? J didn't.
There were also times when
people' wrote their own commentaries in response to something I wrote I thought that
was great because it meant
somebody was reading ·what I
was writing. But there was one
specific piece that was written
about me from which I took
great offense. I was portrayed
as a drunken, uncompassionate
person. And for anyone who
knows me, they know that is
the farthest thing from the
truth. But for the people who
only know me as a girl in class
or as a writer for The Murray
State News they could have
believed that was true. This is
when the ":iewpoint section
became a little too much for
me. I loved working for the
viewpoint section, but when
someone bashes you and you
can't do anything about it. it
gets really frustrating.
But although it is frustrating, I would probably take ajob
in viewpoint again because it
was a lot of fun, excluding
those few things.
I hope this commentary has
provided a little insight about
The Murray State News, but
most importantly I hope it has
shed a little light on the person
I really am.
On a final note. I would like
to thank all of The News staff
for everything I have learned
from you and l wish all of you
the best of luck next semester.
A special wish goes to Greg
Stark who is doing a great. job
with my old section.

Lori Burling is a staff writer for
The Murray State News.

Faculty, students share cause
Let's make no mistake about it, faculty
and students at MSU have ·a shared inter·
est- President Kern Alexander is not the
friend of either For some time now,
Alexander has attempted to turn the students against the faculty. By encouraging
the outgoing SGA president, Todd Earwood, to pose faculty concerns as inherently antithetical to the interests of students,
Alexander creates the misleading impression that faculty and students are at oppo·
site poles on a number of issues. Luckily,
The Murra_y State News in the editorial
last week "Alexander pushes faculty over
edge," did a good job dispelling students of
this notion. •
Despite what Alexander, Earwood, or Sid
Easley, chair of the Board of Regents,
might say to the contrary, most students
recognize faculty want the same thing they
do - a learning environment where quality
education can take place. Students want
their degrees to have local, state and
nntional standing. A degree from Murray
State will help students land the highquality jobs they desire. Faculty also want
to maintain the high reputation of MSU;
their ncademic prestige is on the line.
Alexander has done little to maintain the
high reputation ofMSU and, in fact, he has
done much to undermine that considerable
reputation: Headlines such as "Faculty
!:>enate censures MSU president" do not
help the ,·eputation of MSU. This is the
kind of notorieLy we simply do not need,
yet these newspaper stories are clearly the

renovation of the Carr Health Building
been delayed and greatly reduced? Late
last month Alexander indicated there was
no need to distribute scholarships to local
students since "they're going Lo come here
anyway." There are just. as many deserving
TERRY
:-;tuclents in local counties as elsewhere in
STRIETER
Kentucky. Why should they be excluded
from the scholarship pool? Students and
faculty did not benefit in the recent "giveback" forced upon the college deans so faculty
and staff pay raiRes could reach four
direct result of the policies and actions of
percent.
The faculty many times asked
Alexander's administr'a tion.
Alexander
to find the money elsewhere
Professors who are up-to-date in their
rather
than
taking it from the already
disciplines and teaching methods benefit
::;trained
budgets
of the colleges.
students by imparting their knowledge in
Three
times
this
academic year the MSU
ways students enjoy and remember. When
faculty are ignored, shut out of decision- faculty has demonstrated its frustration
making and treated as uninformed mal- with President Alexander's policies and
contents when they raise objections to actions. In the Faculty Attitude Survey
Alexander's policies, they react in various last September, in the faculty evaluation of
ways: with apathy, disinterestedness, frus- the central administration in March and
tration and anger. Many faculty leave last week in the unanimous censure resoMSU for other universities where they are lution of the Faculty Senate, Alexander's
paid better, have more time for research practices received a resounding condemnaand writing and are treated with resp~ct. tion . AJexander, by now, knows he bas virStudents are ill-served when faculty leave tually no support. among the great bulk of
MSU or are discontented, while faculty MSU faculty. He should either immediatewho have positive attitudes can often be ly change his methods of running this Uniinspirational
• verRity or expect further actions from the
Alexander's fiscal irresponsibility has faculty.
impacted students and faculty alike.
Where are the books the libraries need to
enhance their holdings and bring MSU up
to a level worthy of being called a "univer- 1'erry Strieter is the chair of MACE-AFT
sity?" Why have monies allocated for the and a professor irz the history department.
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Video store faces charges
to trial Dec. 4, but a pretrial
diversion was worked out, stating if Movie World did not sell
any obscene material, then the
charges would be dropped a
year from the time the diversion was filed.
The diversion was filed Sept.
29, and was to be lifted at 10:45
Bv GREG STARK
a.m. on Sept. 27 of this year,
VIEWPOINT EDITOR
but new complications may
have affected the matter, CounLast year, Movie World ty Attorney Randy Hutchins
owner Robert Vaught was said.
charged with distributing
"He entered an agreement
obscene movie videos to a that he would not rent XXX
minor. The two charges were films for a year," Hutchins said.
distribution of obscene matter "I had information that he was
to minors and distribution of violating the court order. We
obscene matter.
obtained a search warrant
Both charges were under based on a movie we viewed.
Kentucky Revised Statutes After the search warrant, sev531.030
(distribution
of eral items were collected. At
obscene matter to minors) and this time we have not filed new
KRS 531.020 (two counts of dis- charges, but we anticipate that
tribution of obscene matter.)
new charges will be filed."
The case was scheduled to go
Vaught
originally
was

-obscenity: The owner of
Movie World was charged
with distributing obscenity
last year and new charges
are anticipated for
violating an agreement.

charged with violating the Kentucky Revised Statutes on Feb.
18, 1998. If Vaught violated the
diversion, then it has been
more than a year since be rented XXX material.
The Agreed Diversion Order,
filed on Sept. 29, stated in the
third subheading that charges·
would be reinstated if the
diversion was violated or
dropped if the diversion was
not violated.
It states, "In the event the
defendant complies with condition number two, the abovestyled criminal offenses shall
be dismissed on or about Sept.
29, 1999, with prejudice. However, in the event of a failure to
comply with the terms and conditions of this agreement, then
at any time prior to the expiration of this agreement the
charges may be reactivated for
further criminal proceedings."
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A student passes by a pool of water outside of Elizabeth Co llege W ednesday afternoon.

Scholarship reformation provides new challenge
•Scholarships: More competition may be
present when Murray State students try to
renew their scholarships.
Bv D ENISE fii GGINS
STAff W RITER

Reformation of the merit scholarship program
will necessitate recipients becoming more competitive to renew their scholarships.
''It may take the comfort zone away from some
students and challenge them more," Carmen
Garland, director of University Scholarships,
said. "It should be highly competitive for all students all four years."
Garland bases this new format.on her own per. sonal philosophy: "Nothing in life is worth having unless it is worth working for."
Louisiana and Florida have expressed concern
about eligibility requirements for their merit
scholarship programs. Some college administrators and financial aid officers working in these
and other states fear those needing the assistance most are not getting it.
I

Other schools have the same amount of scholarship
dollars to award. The distinguishing facof the University Scholarships Office
tor
between
Murray State and other universities
said. "The distinguishing factor for
is
that
Murray
Stale scholarships are "individuMurray State is the scholarships are
Individualized and personalized "
alized and personalized," Garland said.
Nationally, Garland thinks the billions of dollars are not allocated in the best way. She said
this is a problem that is as complex to fix as
national health care problems.
The University Scholarship Office is cun;ently
Charles Reed, chancellor of the California engaged in meetings with different departments
State University System, was quoted in the to decide how best to utilize scholarship dollars.
April 16 issue of The Chronwle of Higher EducaMurray and Calloway County residents' contion as opposing Florida's merit awards when he cerns about scholarship distribution began surheaded that state's public university system.
facing two to three weeks ago when a comment
"It's not the best use of state resources when
by University President Kern Alexander was
you have families making $100,000 to $200,000 quoted in the Murray Ledger and Times as saya year and their children are getting a full ride," ing, "they're just going to come here anyway."
Reed said. "The middle and upper class get
Garland said people are concerned for no reasomething for nothing, and that makes these son. Any student who applies to Murray State
scholarships programs damn popular."
apply for all scholarships in which they meet
Garland said this situation does not exist at the minimum criteria, s he said .
Murrtty State.
"Our intention is to use the dollars we do have
"I think it's a good solid blend of students from to assist as many students as possible to help
all economic backgrounds," Garland said.
•
Carme n Garland: The Director

can

them obtain their I academic> goals," Garland
said.
When scholarships began years ago, students
used them as a mOons lo get money for higher
education. Hut there has been a philosophical
change since then. In the last 50 years, \vith the •
endowment of federal assistance, students h~ve
more resources to fund the continuance of their
education~> . This fi,cc:. ocholarship dollars for the
higher achievers to use.
"Scholar:;hips arc n true reward for students in
academ1cs, leadership, servtcc to community and
churches to be recognized for these talents," Gar·
land said .
Garland receives approximately 3,000 scholar·
ship applications for the 420 named scholarships. The scholarship oflice has access to $3
million in scholarship resources. More than half
of scholar:ship dollars comes from state funding.
The majonty of the scholarships available
through the University are merit scholarships
based on ACT scores, class rank, GPA, transcript evaluation, special talent and service to
the community and church.

•

The naen of
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-would like ~o -w~lcon:te t'he
follo.ving int'o our brot-herhood

Daryl Diebold

Jason Oglesby
Joe .Robert:son
Brad Thomas
Brandon Tro-w-bridge
C ongratula t ion s Broth e rs.
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RCC members Kirkham anticipates. succes~
receive awards
•Sp rinklers: Brandon Kirkham,
SGA president-elect, is not giving up
his fight on sprinkler installation
and has gained support elsewhere in
the state.

Brandon Kirkham: SGA

president-elect does not think
it is fair for Murray State
swdenu to have to pay for
their own safety.

by Murray State, however they are owned
by the state of Kentucky. I was not satisfied with his answer at all."
Kirkham plans to present the petition to
the General Assembly for consideration in
its January session.
"I believe wholeheartedly that in January they are going to pass legislation,"
Kirkham said. "Money is going to come
down from the state, and we are going to
relieve the burden on the students."
Kirkham's plan calls for the General
Assembly to pass a measure in which the
state funds half the cost for universities to
put in life-saving equipment.
Kirkham said the rough estimate of signatures already received is between 2,000
and 3,000, which does not include signatures from Western. He said there is no
specific goal set for the number of signatures he would like to see.
Kirkham said he is only looking out for
the best interests of the students.
"It is not fair for students to have to pay
for their own safety," he said. "It is fundamentally, morally wrong, especially when
the state has money to allocate for the purpose." •

and
colleagues
thought
enough of the job I did to present me with this award
means a lot to me."
The newest addition to the
Bv j ASON YATES
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
awards program was the Resit has never been done before, therefore we
idential College Council of the
The fight for state funding for the instal- can't do it now, which is a pitiful excuse."
Year award. The nominees for
Kirkham responded to Patton by stating
BY EMILY BLACK
lation of sprinklers in the residential colthe award were required to
he
was going to start the petition. The
STAFF WllT£R
leges continues to be an uphill battle, but
nominate themselves through
drive has spread to Western Kentucky
Brandon Kirkham, SGA president-elect,
bott. written and oral presenUniversity and Kirkham hopes it will
The National Residence tations. This year's RCC of a refuses to give up the cause.
extend to all the universities in Kentucky.
Hall Honorary held its annual the Year was Richmond ColKirkham recently initiated a petition
The latest encounter between Patton
drive in hopes of relieving some of the and Kirkham took place at the Harry Lee
banquet in the Curris Center lege.
Ballroom April 24. NRHH
financial burden students will face Waterfield Distinguished Lecture Series in
Kristina Sturm, member of
because of the addition of sprinklers.
awards were handed out to the NRHH and the RA council
Public Affairs on April 15. Kirkham said
residential colleges and their for Richmond, said, "We were
The petition drive began after a recent the governor did not necessarily tell the
encounter between Kirkham and Gov. truth during his speech.
staffs.
all very excited about the
Although many awards are award. The RCC worked very
Paul Patton during one of Patton's cam"Gov. Patton said Murray State owns the
paign stops.
presented at the banquet, hard for it and the NRHH
dorms, but my question is, who owns Mur"I asked the governor if he was willing to ray State?" Kirkham said. "The reason
including
programming Awards Banquet is very
use the budget surplus to fund sprinklers there is a 'state' in our name is because we
awards, scholarships and out- important for everyone."
in all the state donnitories and he said no," are a state-funded institution. The state
standing leadership awards,
"Because this was my first
Kirkham said. ''He cited precedent because does own our dorms. They are .facilitated
the main awards were Resi- year to be on the RCC, it was
dential College Council Mem- very exciting," Tina Andolina, .
bers of tM Year, Adviser of freshman member of Richthe Year, Residential College mond's RCC, said. "It was a
Council of the Year and Resi- great feeling when they
dent Adviser of the Year.
announced Richmond as the
•City Council: Land- will accept battery-pperated
This year's RCC Members winner. I'm proud to be a part
of the Year were John Webb of this group. The experience
lords will be required to smoke detectors. The original
.. smoke detectors
from Regent~, Doug Cecil was very hard work, but it
supply their rental proper- ordinance was not accepted by
are the cheapest
from Richmond, Jennifer was also really fun."
ty with smoke detectors, if the city council because it
life insurance you
required all landlords to install
Wetzel from Hester, Wendy
Awards in the RCA division
ordinance is passed.
hard-wire electrical detectors.
Phillips
from were also presented. The wincan buy. ' '
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott
Springer/Franklin, Kristie ners were Clarence Maxie
- PAT ScOTT,
BY KRISTIN H ILL
said one council member wantWalker from Hart and Mandy from White Hall for Best ParAssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR
ed the ordinance to apply to all
Rougal from Elizabeth.
ticipation, Chanta Anderson
The Adviser of the Year was and Izola Woods for Members
residential buildings, but that
An amended ordinance con- was not supported.
Ted Brown from Regents Col- of the Year and Justin Rouse
there. After that it is the
cerning smoke detectors now
lege. The Resident Adviser of from Elizabeth College for
"People don't like you telling
renters responsibility to mainadds more responsibility to col- them what to do, even if it is
the Year was Jennifer Pierce President of the Year
tain. Fines will apply for tamlege students renting off-cam- something that would be better
From Hester College.
The new NRHH members
pering with the smoke detec"Receiving RA of the year were inducted. There was also
pus property.
for them," Scott said. "This is tor.
was very much an honor," an introduction of active
The Murray City Council why we are concentrating on
•'The good part of the ordiPierce,· sophomore
from members.
provided the Public Safety rental property right now and nance is that it specifies who
Waverly, Tenn., said. "The triCommittee with suggestions not all residential property."
The banquet concluded with
needs to do what," Scott said.
als and tribulations of the recognition of the current and
for the smoke detector ordiThe ordinance requires the
The Murray Professional
year made me work that graduating staff. All awardlandlord to supply the smoke Firefighters provide free smoke
nance at last week's meetiDg.
1
· much harder to help people.
The amended ordinance will detector and maintain it for the detectors and installation · to
winners were presented with
Knowing that tpy co-workers plaques or certificates.
apply to all rental property and first 30 .days the renter lives those who need assistance.

Residential
College Council of the
Year is Richmond College. Other awards were
presented to colleges and
their staffs.
•Award s:

Smoke detectors may gain support
'~

This service is supported by a
(und-raiser, not the city tax
dollars, Scott said.
Scott stressed the importance of college students being
aware of the ordinance.
"Students think they are
immortal and can't be hurt," he
said. "Accidents can happen. I
wish more people would realize
that smoke detectors are the
cheapest life insurance you can
buy."
The Murray City Council will
hold a public hearing on May
13 at 7 p.m. at City Hall. All
students and community mem·
hers are invited to attend. Scott
said the council may vote on
the ordinance then, depending
on what happens at the hear·
ing.
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We would like to recognize
our new alumnae for their hard work
and dedication to
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On C'a 1nJJ t t...,·
Playhouse to hold
summer auditions
Playhouse in the Park
will hold auditions s·aturday for its summer play,
Nunsense at I I a.m. Five
women are needed.

Scouting Museum
offers workshop
Children ages seven to
I I are invited to the
National Scouting Museum
1999 Summer Youth
Workshop.
A community sleeporee
will occur for boys on June
4 and 5 and girls on July 9
and I0 from 7 p.m. to 7
a.m. Participation is limited
to 100. The fee is $10 for
boys and girls and $5 for
adults.
Boys should register by
May 29 and girls need to
register by July 2.
For more information
phone 762-3383.

Artists invite'd
to governor's exhibit
The Kentucky Craft
Marketing Program will
offer its crafts on the
grounds of the state capitol at the Governor's
Derby Breakfast from 7 to
I I a.m. Saturday.
The celebration will also
include hot air balloon
rides, horse-drawn trolley
rides. live entertainment
and a children's area.
The breakfast is free and
open to the public. Parking
is recommended at the
Human Resources Building
on Martin Luther King
Boulevard or Juniper Hills
Park on Louisville Road.
Shuttle buses will run from
the parking areas to the
breakfast from 6:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.

Allergies give Springtime new meaning
BY CHRISTINE H ALL •
COLLEGE liFf EDITOit

There are several types of allergies one can develop at any age.
Respiratory allergens are the most
common, and people who have this
kind of allergy are sensitive to indoor
allergens like house dust, mold and
animal dander and outdoor allergens like pollen and grass.
Judy Lyle, certified
college
. health
nurse, said

when cleaning, people who are allergic to dust should wear a mask.
"You can also use special filters in
your home, called hepa filters," she
said. "There are abo vacuums that
filter the air and do not blow it back
out."
Symptoms of allergies can range
from very mild sneezing, to severe
puffy eyes, hives and anaphylactic
shock.
''The shock happens when there is a
shut down of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems," Lyle said. "It
call be very life thrca't.ening. This can
also be assoc1ated with drug aller·
gies."
Allergies start when something
triggers the body to produce histamines. The antibodies in the body are
trying to fight the particular allergy.

Beware of areas with freshly
cut grass.

Testing such as a skin tests can
determine what the body is allergic
to.
The skin test is usually done on the
inside of the forearm and i~ scratched
or poked with a small portion of an
allergen. A reaction to the allergen
will produce little red bumps.
For people who have a suspected
food allergen, a doctor may prescribe
an elimination diet to sec which food
in the daily diet is causing the symptoms.
Medication to counteract symptoms
come in many forms from pills to
shots.
For someone who uses the shots, a
special mixture is made after the skin
test.
Said Lyle: "The shots can be taken
anytime depending on the season."

Avoid having pets in your
house.

When sinuses are aggravated, the sinus cavity and nasal
passages drain the mucus
fonned. This causes the nose
to drip and eyes to begin tearing. The drainage also goes
down the throat causing a
hoarse-sounding voice and a
sore throat.

Steve Miller cancels
Carbo ndale concert
Steve Miller, who was
scheduled to play SIU
Arena, has canceled his
appearance because of
sickness.
Tickets purchased can be
refunded until May I I.
Tickets purchased by
cash or check can be taken
to SIU Arena from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. to receive a cash
refund. Tickets can also be
mailed along with name,
address and social security
number to SIU Arena,
Room 117, Carbondale, Ill.,
6290 1-6619 c/o Steve
Miller Band Refund.
Tickets purchased by
bank card can be taken to
SIU Arena with' the receipt
or mailed to the address
above to receive a refund.
No refunds will be issued
on complimentary, lost or
stolen tickets.

Avoid places with heavy
foliage. Check the
newspaper for the pollen
count.

Clean shower, tubs
and shower curtains
regularly.

1
j•

t~
Change air conditioner
•filter monthly.

~···
~

Correction
In the April 23 issue, the
article on REBOS identified
DJ Fred as Fred McGrath.
DJ Fred is Fred McGrew.
Briefs compiled by Christine
Hall, college life editor.

Wash b'ed clothes in hot
water to kill dust mites.
Source: Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America and Krames Communication.,

Medications to alleviate
symptoms of allergies are
available both in prescription
and over-the-counter form.
According to Lyle, prescription medicines like Allegra,
Zyrtec and Claratin work
well and are convenient
because the person does not
have to take the medicine
very often. She said some
common side-effects of the
drugs are ~ry mouth, fatigue,
nausea and headaches.
Medications like Benadryl
and Clortrimiton can be purchased at the local drugstore,
and help to fight ofT the allergy, but Lyle said, the fatigue
associated keeps students
from buying them.
"Sometimes there is a
decreased tolerance to the
drug if taken over time," she
said. "They can also cause
drowsiness which is bad for a
student who is trying to stay
awake in class."
Nose sprays like Flonnaise
have medicine called efTerin
which helps to constrict the
vessels in the nose. The spray
may also contain steroids
which cause the person using
it to become addictive.
Said Lyle: "Overuse can
result in withdraw when you
want to stop using it."
Brian ~lowell/The Nt'W5

CollegeL~je
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Lyrics 'tell unusual, interesting story
Music l~et 1 ieuJ

Kyle Shadoan
Ben Fo lds Five - The
Unauthorized Biography
of Reinhold Messner
For a band that originated
from a place not known for
music, Ben Folds Five seems to
be extremely talented. They
released their fourth album,
The Unauthorized Biography of
Reinhold Messner, Tuesday.
Ben Folds Five was formed in
Chapel, N.C., in 1994. The
members of the band are Ben
Folds (lead vocals and grand
piano), Robert Sledge (bass guitar and backup vocals) and
Darren Jessee (drums and
backup vocals.)
Since there are only three
members in the band, you may
be wondering why the number
five is in their name. The explanation, which I saw on an
episode of "Pop-Up Video" on
VHl, is Ben Folds Five sounds
better than Ben Folds Three.
The story in the booklet to
the album explains the strange
coincidence about the title they
chose for the CD. When they
chose it, the band members
were actually unRware of the
existence of a living, breathing,
famous Rembold Messner.
The name originated from
Jessee's school days when a
friend suggested using it on
fake ID's to get into bars. They
later found out the man behind

Caroline Rec
The three m e mbe rs of Ben Fo lds Five released their fourth
aJbum this week.
the name was responsible for
some incredible feats of mountaineering and was an inspiration to many followers.
Ben Folds Five's music is just
as unusual and interesting as
the story behind their album.
There isn't a guitar, acoustic or
electric, other than the bass
guitar, on the entire album.
The main instruments are
cello, violin, piano and, of
course, drums. ·
Some of the talent of Ben
Folds on the grand piano is
reminiscent of Billy Joel, Ray
Charles and Elton John. Songs
such as "Narcolepsy," ''Magic"
and "Hospital Song'' intertwine
piano pieces that are very similar to classical music from centuries ago.
Songs such as "Don't Change
Your Plans," "Mess," "Army"

and "Your Redneck Past" have
very pop-sounding rhythms,
while others sound like they
are influenced by jazz and
blues.
Songs like "Regrets" and
"Jane" are laid back and
smooth. The best way I know to
describe these are as sounding
like lounge music, or maybe
similar to the slow songs of the
Big Band era. One song, "Your
Most Valuable Possession," in
which Ben's fa ther called and
left an odd message on his
answering machine, sounds
almo~t like spoken word.
It
was interesting and caught my
attention right away.
Another thing that catches
your attention is the lyrics of
Ben Folds Five. The song
"Army" contains the lines,
"Well I thought about the

army/dad said, son you're fucking highland I thought, yeah
there's a firs t for everything/so
I took my old man's advice."
Some very meaningful lyrics
from the album are such lyrics
as, "I know it seems that I don't
care/but something in me does I
swear/1 don't remember all last
yearll left you awake to cry the
tears," from th e song "Na r colepsy."
The melodic lyrics throughout the album are some of the
most personal and clever lyrics
I have heard in a long time. I
was amazed by the talent the
band h as as a whole. The
Unau thorized Biography of
Reinhold Messner is a grea t
album filled with unusual lyrical a nd musical talent on every
song.
The Unauthorized Biography of
Reinhold Messner - A

Friday, April 30
-Exhibit - Bachelor of Fine Arts exhibit by Jennifer Goodell through
May 6. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Livestock cow camp - West Kentucky Exposition Center. Phone
753-1452 for more information.
-Exhibit - "Drawing on Her Memories," by Graves County native
Helen LaFrance. Wrather West Kentucky Museum through May 31 .
•Exhibit - OMAS Annual Student Art Show at the Eagle Gallery of
the Doyle Fine Arts Center through May 6.

Saturday, May 1
eCub Scout Field Day - Cub scouts can earn credit, up to three
pins, in both sports and academics. National Scouting Museum, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Phone 762-3383 for more information.
•Study break- Curris Center Barkley Room, 6 to 10 p.m. Phone
762·3515 for more information.

Sunday, May 2
eBible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.
.Sunday school- Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Worship - New Life Campus Connection at the New Ute Campus
Center, 603 N. 16th St. , 6 p.m.

Monday, May 3
Top 5 COs of the Week
1. Ruff Ryders - Ryde or Die

•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
.College Republicans - Cumberland Room, 5 p.m.

Vol. I ,..-

2. Kom - Follow the Leader
3. aen Folds Five - The

Unauthorized {Jiography of
Reinhold Messner
4. Nas - IAm
\
5. Various Artists) - Matrix
Soundtrack

Tuesday, May 4
•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
-Nursing home ministry- Chi Alpha House, 6:15p.m.

Wednesday, May 5

/
•'

Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music
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•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•P~slnesa orientation - Training session for individuals interested in starting a business. Covers the basics, including permits,
licensing and financial and business planning. Cost is $5. Business
Building, Room 254, 9 to 11 a.m. Pre-registration required. Phone
762-2856 for more information.
•Exhibit - Bachelor of Fine Arts exhibit by Matthew Maupin. Eagle
Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts Center through May 16.
'

[Thursday, May 6

·

•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Sofa Lounge, 7:15 a.m.
•BSU - Campus fellowship with Voices of Praise Ministries, "?:30
p.m.
•Senior citizen appreciation day - Free admission to ages 55 and
above. 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. National Scouting Museum. Phone 7623383 for more information.

The Offiue of Housing and Residence Life
would like to thank all of the Resident
Advisors for their hard work throughout
this year and wish you well on your Finals!

Good Lucl< on Finals.
I

I
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Jessica Neamon
Patrick Abanathy
William English
Sharon Newbold
Jung Ah
· Erin Gamblin
Sarah Allen
Angelia Gregson Allison O'Donoghue
Jamie Oxford
Valerie Alsobrook
Karie Greider
Farica Bates
·steven Hammonds Jennifer Pierce
Tom Puricelli
Andrea Bayer
Jennifer Handel
Jon Rader
Tiffany Berrow Catherine Hartmann
David Bibelhauser
Kevin Hawkins Matthew Richardson
Christy Robinson
Natalie Boldrick
C. Bryan Hayse
Brandi Bowdler
Jenny Hengehold Suzanne Schoen
Justin Sebastian
Ryan Brown
Matt Hinz
Paul Secor
Clay Brummal
Nigel Hobson
Whyndii Burke
Taiwanna James Larissa Shoemaker
Ryan Butler
Shane Solomon
Jason Jennings
Vito Spadifino
Suzie Cardiff
Bradley Johnson
Jason Sponsler
Rhonda Caughlin
Amanda Jones
Krista! Stallion
Dan Cecil
Leon Kehrer
James Stiles
Robert Conner
Kyle Lacefield
Patrick Stoffel
Leslie Cooper
Melanie Leathers
Kristina Sturm
Jodie Cremer
Sam Logan
Tammy Townsend
Robert Danner
Carlos Lopez
Rush Trowel
Randle DeHart
Derrick McReynolds
Nickie Williams
Terry Duncan
Lisa Moore
Damien Wing
Joe Dunman
Christine Myers
Alex Ziegler
Jessica Edging
Melissa Naeger
Dana Zielinksi
Valerie Elliott

I

·School is one pUICI! you'Hfoul /he be/fer ingreditmls /() tnake a better lifi•.
Su 61()(){//ucll ami study bam."

Dixie la nd C ent e r

753-6666
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Lambda Chi receives gift
into various endowments," he
said. "We will be able to send
six guys from our chapter to
The Murray State chapter of the national convention every
Lambda Chi Alpha and the year. Twenty-five guys from
national fraternity chapter other chapters across the Unitreceived a gift from William E. ed States will be able to go
"Wevl' Wilson, honorary frater- also."
nity member, in March.
Lewis said the fraternity has
He made a gift of 9,984 never before seen a gift of this
shares of Schering-Plough Cor- magnitude.
poration stock to the Lambda
"It is an honor that it was one
Chi Alpha Educational Founof our alumni who gave this
dation March 23.
gift," he said. "The fraternity is
The stock has been valued at
happy it will be benefitting
$570,336, making it the single
from
it."
largest gift by a single individHe said the money will also
ual.
put into a scholarship for a
be
Wilson joined the fraternity
graduate
student from the local
in 1972 as an honorary memchapter.
ber.
Wilson stated in a news
Chad Lewis, president of
release
the gift was a symbol of
Lambda Chi Alpha, said the
fraternities
on campuses today.
money will benefit the local
"Fraternities
give students
chapter in many ways.
something
the
classroom
and
"He wants to split the gift
BY CHRISTINE HALL

COLLEGE

LIFE EDITOR

the university cannot provide,"
he said. "It's a sense of belonging, responsibility and lifelong
fellowship."
He said Lambda Chi Alpha
has made an impact on his life
and he would like to see the
fraternity do that for other students.
"Lambda Chi Alpha, in particular, has the most progressive and extensive leadership
training and programming in
the Greek world," Wilson said.
"My gift will help ensure the
continued existence of Lambda
Chi Alpha internationally and
at Murray State. As a lifelong
bachelor with no children, I
consider this gift my legacy to
my family of brothers in Lambda Chi Alpha.
Wilson will be honored Saturday with a banquet at the
Murray Country Club.

April 30, 1999
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Breezing By

Danny Voweii/The News

A Murray State student returns to Franklin College through the front breezeway after
shopping at the Wai-Mart Supercenter.

Art show displays works of life by children, community
Bv )uuE WoLFE
STAFF WRITER

Life House Care Center will
hold its fust art show on Thursday, featuring the theme "The
Beauty of Life.''
"Instead of Walk for Life we
switched to the art show,"
Tammy Adams, volunteer

counselor said. "We hope it is a
big success."
The show will consist of
works by various community
artists.
Local children will also participate in the show.
The children drew everything
from puppies to their families,
and many of their works will be

shown.
"The show will have a variety
of art the artists believe
express what the beauty of life
means to them," Katie Wails,
public relations representative
for Life House, said.
Businesses from all over
Murray are donating their
works for use at the art show.

Some of these businesses
include New Life Christian
Center, which is donating several prints and a sculpture, and
Wallpaper for Less, which is
also donating several sculptures.
The show will start at 6 p.m.
with an opening prayer and the
announcement of winners of

the children's art contest.
Dan Butler, physician at Primary Care Medical Center and
member of the Life House
board, will be the guest speaker.
There will also be a vocal performance by Mary Foley, a
poetry reading and a short ballet performed.

The art show, although spon·
sored by Life House, will be
held at the Baptist Student
Union.
The show will be open next
Friday from noon to 8 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 am. to 4
p.m. The ballet performance
will be shown on both days.
Admission to the shows is free.

Visit us online at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State News in cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Experience LDDNet quality on your own computer.
To subscrtbe t~ IDDNet Ga11 1-800-455-1608
The Office of Housing and Residence Life
would like to congratulate all of the winners
from the NRHH Awards Banquet!
Chanta Anderson
RCA Best Overall Representative
Chanta Anderson
RCA Best Overall Representative
David Blbelhauser
Programmer of the Year (male)
Jason Billingsley
Frank Julian Award
Jason Billingsley
RCC Intellectual Program of the Year
Brandl Bowdler
Marc DeReign Scholarship
Ted Brown
Advisor of the Year
Rhonda Caughlin
Physical Program of the Year
Scott Danner
Spiritual Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
April Day
Emotional RCC Program of the Year
Randy DeHart
Occupational Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Terry Duncan
Soc1al Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Terry Duncan
lnteflectual Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Jessica Edging
Melanie Gi/f Award
Ben English
Spiritual Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Barb Gibbs
Angel Award
Amanda Graul
Elizabeth RCC Member of the Year
Karle Grieder
Social Area of Development
Program of the Year
Steve Hammonds
Occupational Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Morgan Hardy
Outstanding Freshman of the Year
Taiwanna James
·
Physical Program of the Year
Clarence Maxie
RCA Best Participation

Christine Myers
Programmer of the Year (female)
Christine Myers
Intellectual Program of the Year (Joint Program)
Jamie Oxford
·
Physical Program of the Year
Jennifer Pierce
Emotional Program of the Year
Jennifer Pierce
RA of the Year
Matthew Richardson
Community Service Area of Development
Program of the Year
Justin Rouse
RCA RCC President of the Year
Larissa Shoemaker
Spiritual Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
James Stiles
Social Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Jim Stiles
Intellectual Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Kristina Sturm
Special Focus Project of the Year
Kristina Walker
Hart RCC Member of the Year
Jonathan Webb
Social RCC Program of the Year
Jennifer Wetzel
Hester RCC Member of the Year
lzola Woods
RCA Best Overall Representative
Regents Colle9e
International Dmner-Cultural Program of the Year
(Joint Program)
Regents College
RCC Commumty Service
Project of the Year
Hart College
Event of the Year
Aegents College
RCC Occupational Program of the Year
Hester College
RCC Community Service Project of the Year
Hart College
RCC Progam of the Year
Elizabeth College
Intellectual Program of the Year (Joint Program)
• Richmond College
RCC of the Year

·

·etl:~s

e·
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Regents College would like to
recognize the 1998 - 1999
End Of The Year Award winners:
Regents College Faculty/Staff Member
Of The Year

Dorothy Harpole
Regents College Most Valuable Athletes
Of The Year

Housing Freshman Of The Year

Morgan Hardy
Housing Male RA Programmer
Of The Year

Dave Bibelhauser

Jeremy Faith
Yvette Stewart

Housing Frank Julian Outstanding
College Leadei'Of The Year

Regents College Outstanding
Service Award

Jason Billingsley
Housing RCC Member Of The Year

Jason Billingsley

Jonathan Webb

Regents College Resident
Assistants Of The Year

Housing RCC Community Service
Program Of The Year

Bryan Hayse
Valerie Alsobrook

The St. Jude's Project

Regents College RCC President

Housing R.A. Cultural Awareness
Program Of The Year

Jonathan Webb

International Dinner

Regents College RCC Member
Of The Year

Housing RCC Intellectual
Program Of The Year

Jonathan Webb

Sports Psychologist
Dr. Dan Wann

Regents College Regents Of The Year

Michael P. Anderson
Suzie Cardiff
Regents College Regents Award
Michael P. Anderson
Housing Adviser Of The Year

Dr. Ted Brown

Housing RCC Ocupational Program
Of The Year

Dorothy Day
Housing RCC Social
Program Of The Year

RCC Homecoming Cook Out

. Thank you Regents College RCC, RAs, and
Residents for an excellent year. GO RHINOS!
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Alumni
Association
selects
Distinguished
Professor
r
I
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Hark
H aJinauskas:

SHELBY

recognition plaque and membership to the Distinguished
Professor group with a permanent marker in Faculty Hall.
The recipient also leads the
academic procession during
Commencement. Malinauskas
says this is a special honor for
him because his daughter will
be graduating next week from
Murray State, and he will be
able to participate in her Commencement.
Malinauskas came to Murray
State 20 years ago. Previously,
he had been a professor at several other universities. He first
heard of Murray when he met
Vernon Gantt, professor of
speech communication and theatre, at a convention in Hous-

The professor is
honored to be
chosen for such
an award and
looks forward to
fulfilling the
position.

Each year the Alumni Association selects a Distinguished
Professor to honor. This year
the award goes to Mark Malinauskas, director of the Honors
Program and professor in the
department of speech communication and theatre.
Sherry Purdom, media and
special events coordinator of
the Alumni Association, said
four groups of students are
responsible for nominating professors: Alpha Chi , Omicron
Delta Kappa, Who's Who of
America's College Students and
the junior and senior presidential scholars.

The Board of Governors and
previous distinguished professors choose the recipient.. They
base their selection on teaching
excellence and classroom performance, evidence of concern
for students, professional activity and recqgnition, and service
to the University and community, Purdom said.
The distinguished professor
receives a $1,000 cash gift, a

Wa~~reba••l••
Mini - Storage

'kJeaihe"'w.a-x,

Rll Size s To M e et Your N e ed s
Call

Graduate School
Acceptance
1 999 Al:A Alumna
Recent :tn Lavaliere
1999-2000 Fall ·
Orientation Leader

753 - 7668
Managed by: Futrell Real Estate, 485 s. 4th St.
r

.
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<!Jj/a~tlf

I

I..

ton.
He interviewed for a position
a year later and decided to
move to Murray.
"I thought Murray was a
wonderful place to raise a family," Malinauskas said. He says
be still believes he made the
right decision.
Malinauskas is involved with
many organizations on campus.
He was the director of theatre
for 15 years and is currently
the director of three honor
organizations. He is also the
president of the Southeastern
Theatre Conference.
He said he has always
enjoyed the theatre.
"It's where I get the greatest
satisfaction on terms of having
a creative outlet," Malinauskas

r--------------------------,
CAl•• ~•66•1

Congrats
Tiff dawg!
Love your
fellow
alum sis,
Angie

S::~ei.Man,

+tunan & fttan~a~lan Culslntt
~at ln & 'l,.ak~ cut
rtu /leu Can ~at 'Bu66ttt

11 a.m. -8:30p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Bar, Salad Bar & Desert Bar

"15% of/with Coupon (per person)"
"1 0% off with M S U J.D."

Most Major Brands

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
•Cooling System

Locally Owned
&Operated
507

s. 12th

said.
Malinauskas also ef\ioys
traveling abroad. This is a
requirement for students in the
Honors Program.
"If you're going to tell students to go, you should go yourself," he said.
Malinauskas said he traveled
most frequently to England,
but he has also been to Canada,
Denmark, Switzerland, Italy
and France. He thinks the
experience is good for students
because it exposes them to different cultures.
"It broadens awareness of
how others live," Malinauskas
said.
Malinauskas said the most
enjoyable part of his job is
working with the students in

the Honors Program.
"The individuals involved are
exceptional people," he said. "'
find them invigorating and
challenging."
He says the most stimulating
part of his job is challenging
the students to the same degree
they challenge him. He does
this by avoiding the traditional
classroom structure. Instead he
has the students participate in
more group activities and discussions.
Malinauskas is from Ashley,
Penn. He received his Ph.D.
from the University of Oregon.
Said Malinauskas: "I feel
very honored to be recognized
by the Alumni Association and
by predecessors whom I value
highly."

The sisters of
Alpha Sigma
,.....,. Alpha would like
to wish
everyone a great
summer break!

(next to log Cabin
Restaurant)

. . . . CoJ!9ratulates

ts;!~

its new~
eiected officers
for next JJear:

-

1999 Grads

They say it's a jungle out there ...
You're ready though, you've
spent your college years at
. ,Murray State'§ ..
foliage-filled fantasyland!

600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John 's)
753-8916
Monday- Thursday 10:30 a.m - 10 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 10:30 a.m - 10:30 p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m. - 9.·30 p.m.
Exp. 5-14-99

L---------- ------- ------- - -~

President:
Kelly Hope

Vice President:

Secretary:

Treasurer:

Christene Gentry Sarah Stanton Brad Simmons
Visit our website at 1/msumusik.mursuky.edu/clrepubslhttp/main.html
and
for listserve to receive further information
e-mail.

The brothers of

lllG[])illcn iJcnm ®un ce~cn
would like to conQratulate
our newly inducted brothers
Blal<e Rowe

Zaclc Brown

Trey Seidel

Mil<e Calef

Jesse Sirls .

Nicl< Cansler

Matt ,S ~tarl< :·

Dauid . Green

.

J

'

.

for sPeciallY marked

•

Kris Trogden >-· :\- Shane Kanipe
.

........

:,..

J.R. Tomberlin

Nat Morris

Brent Underhill

Dauid Perlow

Rdrian Yeiser

Joey Rodgers

vending machines on camPus durin!! the month of
APril for your chance to win a sPecial offer from
ParticiPating locations:

McDonald·s:

Congratula.tions
to Bill Matarazzo
Rush Chairman

FREE 21 oz. Coca-Cola with Purchase of larse sandwich.

Pa!!liai·s:
Buy one lunch buffet for· $5.50 and set the 2nd FREE.

UniversitY Store:
Purchase any caP or t·shirt and receive a FREE 20 oz. Coke.
y'
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Anderson to coach
Virgin Islands team
Murray State Racer basketball
Head
Coach
Tevester Anderson will
again lead the U.S. Virgin
Islands national basketball
team into competition, as
the team will co mpete at
the Central American
Games
in
C aribbean
Havana, Cuba.
Fo llowing six d ays of
practice in Miami, Anderson will take his squad to
Havana for 'the tour nament, w hich r uns from
Tuesday through May I 0.
The tournament is a qualifier for t he Pan Am
Games, which will be held
in W innipeg, Canada in
July.

Racer Golf Classic
to begin june I I
The I I th annual Racer
C lassic golf tournament
will be held Friday, June I I
at MSU's Miller Memorial
Golf Course. This event is
a six-person scramble.
Prizes will be awarded
fo r winners of t hree
flights. Also, the par 3
holes will have a $1 0,000
prize for those lucky
enough to hit a hole-inone. The shootout finale
will feat ure a grand prize
of $1 00 ,000.
The ent ry fee is $75, and
includes· an embroidered
golf shirt, cat ered lunch
from O utback Steakhouse,
beverage s, cart and greens
fees and door prizes. Shotgun tee t imes are 8 a.m.
and I:30 p.m. For more
infor mation, phone 7623517.
Briefs are compiled by Jason
Billingsley, sports editor.

. SportLigbt
Dan Loyd,
Brooke Berryman
Dan Loyd and Brooke
Berryman are in this
week's Racer Spor tlight.
loyd, junior from San
Gabriel, Calif., went 3-for4 w ith a home'run, double,
five RBis and two r uns
scored in the Thro ughbreds' I0-9 loss to UTMartin Wednesday at Reagan Field.
Berryman, senior fro m
Westerville, O hio, fi nished
her Murray State women's
tennis caree r at last weekend's Ohio Valley C o nfere nce
C hampionship
ranked No. 6 fo r combined do ubles and singles
wins in MSU history.
Berryman is also one of
three wo men in MSU history to receive t hree
women's AII-OVC Team
ho nors.

Fast /{tcl
Tatis makes major
league history
Fernando Tat is of the St.
Lo uis Cardinals becam e
the first player in baseball
history to hit two grand
slams in one inn ing Friday
against the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Source: CNNSI.com
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'Breds fall to UT-Martin in last
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

~nning Changes
affect
baseball

Even though Wednesday's contest between the Murray State
Thoroughbreds and the UT-Martin Skyhawks was a non-conference game, both teams looked
desperately to break their current losing streaks.
The 'Breds entered the game
after losing their last four games,
one against Southern Illinois
University and a three-game
weekend sweep by Indiana
State.
UT-Martin entered Wednesday on a nine-game losing streak
and sitting in last place in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The two teams combined for 25
hits and 19 runs scored in the
nine-inning affair, as the Skyhawks scored three runs in the
top of the ninth inning to squeak
past the 'Breds 10-9.
Dannv Voweii/The New!>
The loss put the 'Breds at 26Dan Loyd, junior from San Gabriel, Calif. celebrates with ' Bred teammates afte r his home run In
18-1, while the Skyhawks moved
W e dnesday's I 0-9 loss to t he UT ·Martin Skyhawks at Reagan Field. Loyd went 3-for-4 with five RBis.
to 14-31 on the year.
Burns also satd the 'Breds while Eastern Illinois sits in first
Mike T~ieke:
The 'Breds got the first out in
The baseball head
expected
a Skyhawk comeback.
place just a few games away at
the inning, but four singles and a
coach is in his
"We
knew
they
would
make
a
12-6 in the OVC.
walk led to the Skyhawks' three
sixth season as
the
comeback.
because
they're
The 'Breds have three weekruns in the inning.
'Breds coach, and
type of team that won't. roll over end OVC series left in the seaAfter the 'Breds finally retired
has coached the
and give up in a close ballgame." son.
the side in the ninth, they went
team to Its best
he ~aid. "'They got the big hit~
They travel to No. 6 Middle
down in order in the bottom of
record since
and scored the big runs they Tennessee State this weekend,
the inning.
1983, when they
were 28-11.
needed to win the game."
then they face Southeast Mis'Bred Head Coach Mike Thieke
"This was a full team loss," souri State and Austin Peay at
said walking the Skyhawks'
out," he said. "They had two good
cleanup hitter in the top of the
Dan Loyd. junior from San home the next two weekends to
left-handed hitters behind him,
ninth was the key to the inning.
Gabriel, Calif., said. "No one part end the season.
"If we hadn't walked thetr and their hits put us behind."
of the team lol'lt the game for us.
"We control our own destiny,"
Brad Burns, senior from UT-Martin just capitnlized on Loyd said. "If we play as well as
cleanup hitter , I think we probably would have gotten out of the Louisville, said the weather more opportunities to score runs we can in these last three OVC
inning without any damage,'' affected Wednesday's game.
than we did today."
wee\s;ends, we could win the OVC
"Both their batters and our
Thieke said.
The Skyhawk victory was the or fmish second, and earn a very
"We had struck him out a cou- batters had great games today," first win ugainst Murray State in important first-round bye in the
ple of times earlier in the game, Bums said. "It was a warm day, their laRt eight meetings.
tournament, putting us directly
and we figured before the inning and the wind carried the ball to
The 'Breda are currently in into the double-elimination
started that .he would be the key the gaps very well."
fifth place in lhe OVC at 9-6, round."

Track does well at Twilight Invitational
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOit

The Murray State
men's and women's track
and field teams hosted
nine other schools in their
big home event of the
year, the MSU Twilight
Invitational, Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Some of the local teams
that participated in the
meet included Southern
Illinois, Western Kentucky, UT-Martin and
Austin Peay.
Murray State finished
the meet with four firstplace finishes, four second-place finishes and six
third-place finishes. All of
the first through third
place finishes came in
track events.
Melissa Green, junior
from Chicago, won the
women's 100-meter dash
with a time of 12.24,
while Lindsay Newlin.
freshman from George-

town, Ill., finished with a
time of 18:30.85 t.o win
the women's 5,000-meter
run.
The other two first
place fini!';hes came from
the men's division. Brian
Palmer, junior from Benton, won the 1,500-meter
run with a time of
4:03.17. Keith ,Jared,
senior from Robinson, HI.,
finished first in the 5,000meter run with a time of
15:08.76.
Bob Doty, MSU Track
and Field head coach,
said this meet was a
warm-up for this weekend's OVC Champi'onships at Eastern Kentucky.
"I was really pleased
with our performance last
weekend," Ooty said. "In
previow; years, the OVC
Championships came the
week before the Twilight,
and we didn't put all of
our players in their best
positions, letting them

.

you're
playing for the
OVC Championship . . . your
adrenaline is
pumping like
crazy. ' '
- Bos DoTY,
TRACK

HEAD

AND

FIELD

COACH

have some liberty as to
what they competed in.
We only competed in the
big events, trying t.o gain
some points in the standings.
''With the OVC's the
week after the Twilight.
this was basically a
warm-up meet for our
squad," he said. "We put
our members in the same
events they will compete
in t.his weekend. This will
give them some confidence before going to

Eastern Kentucky," he
said.
Newlin said the teams
did well, but there would
be stiffer competition to
come.
"Rveryone was doing
pretty welllhis weekend,"
Newlin said. ··we faced
some of the teams we will
face this W<•ekend, but not
all of them. 'fhere are
quite a few teams we
haven't faced yet this season, and that will provide
a lot of competition for us
this weekend."
Newlin also said even
though the standings did
not show tt. the field
event participants are
ready for this weekend.
"We had a couple of
members injure~or just
coming ofl' of injuries, and
that probably affected the
re~mlts,'' she said. "We
hnvc done well in the field
events earlier· in the season, and we're back up to
full st rcngth now."

Eastern
Kentucky
recently resurfaced its
track, and Coach Doty
said it will be nice to run
on.
"They spent a lot of
money on resurfacing
their track, and it's in
super shape," he said.
"The track will be a lot
springier and great from
start to finish."
"I don't think the new
track will make that
much of a difference, but
it will be nice to run on a
new track," Newlin said.
Doty said the track
teams will be ready to
compete this weekend.
Said Doty: "You don't
get pumped as much over
a meet like the Twilight
except for the fact it's at
home. But when you're
playing for the OVC
Championship, it gets
your blood boiling and
your adrenaline pumping
like crazy."

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
Sl'oltrs EoiTOil

The NCAA has made
some changes to its baseball
playoff format and bat specifications which directly
affect the Murray State
Thoroughbreds.
First, the NCAA baseball
tournament
has
been
expanded to 64 games, the
same nwnber as t he men's
basketball
tournament.
This is an increase from 48
teams.
The expansion will allow
automatic bids for each conference, including the Ohio
Valley Conference, and create 16 four-team regionals.
Dan Loyd, junior from
San Gabriel, Calif.. said he
a pproved of the new playoff
fonnat.
"I think the expansion of
t he tournament will not
only allow more teams to get
into the tournament, but it
will also help the schools
make more money as there
will be more teams with
more fans coming to the
games and watching on television," he said.
The new changes of aluminum bats for next season
are an addition to the new
rules made for this season
by the NCAA.
"To g(>t the speeds of the
ball down, they are either
going have to start using
wooden bats or really
change some of the specifications for the aluminum
bats," Todd Fox, senior from
Anderson, Ind., said.
Another hot topic in col. .e baseball right now ia
the suggestion that the start
of the season might be
moved back three weeks.
"1 can understand where
the northern teams are coming from with this," Fox
said. "I played for two seasons at Ball State and we
definitely saw a lot of snow
in those early games."
"I am concerned about the
players who go to school far
away from home and will
have to stay in school until
J uly," Loyd said. "It's going
to make it real hard for
them to see their families
before they have to come
back for the fall semester."
"I don't know what the
opinion for most of the
southern teams will be,
since it's warm all the tim~
for us," l<~ox said.
The NCAA has yet to
schedule a vote on the proposal to delay the start of
the season.
Some information for this
story was compiled from
CNNSJ.com
-;

Many theories help pick Kentucky. Derby
When people fi nd out I am a
bit of a history buff when it
comes to the Kentucky Derby,
the first thing they hke to do is
yell years at me. Sometimes I
can fire back with the winner for
that year, sometimes not. The
second thing they always do is
ask me who is going to win this
year. That question is a little
harder.
I am not an expert when it
comes to the Derby I have
never been to one. ~ly horse
came in eighth last year. But, 1
have picked several of the winners in the past and I haven't
missed a Derby on TV since
1984, so maybe that makes me
somewhat qualified to answer.
Picking the winner each year
comes down to choosing a theory
to which you can 'subscribe
There are several and each one
tends to favor a different horse.
By far, the most popularly
used theory is the dosage theory It is used to winnow out

I

Sports
Toll~
SHELUY

STREET

which horses will not be able to
make the Derby's distance of
one and one-quarter miles.
A simple explanation is that
dosage ligures a given con·
tender's distance potential
based on stallions from the first
four generations of that horse's
pedigree It is a genetically~
based theory that takes into
account not only how well cer·
tnin ancestors of the horse did
but also how far back in the
horse's line tbey are. Points are
awarded for the speed and stamina of top-notch horses that
often appear in contenders'

pedigrees. These superstallions Lively, Cat T hief, Le mon
Dro p Kid and Prime Timbe r :
are called "chefs de rnce."
One of the strange things
Any horse with a dosage of
4.00 or less is supposed to be about the Kentucky Derby is
able lo make the Derby dis- that very seldom the favorite
tance. So far, since the Derby wins. In fact, none has since
began in 1875. only two winners S pect acular B id in 1979. This
have had dosages higher than year's favorite is apt to be either
that; however, both of those P rim e Tim b e r or Ge n eral
were in the 1990s. They were Ch allenge, so don't pick either
Strike The Gold in 1991 and one of them if you subscribe to
last year's winner, Real Qu iet. this theory.
So far, no horse that has won
Horses that have more than a
·!.00 dosnge this year are the Breeder's Cup Juvenile has
Menifee,
Ch arismatic, ever won a Derby, either. This
Worldly Manner and Three year that horse is Ans we r
Lively.
Ring.
Only three fi llies have ever
A sideshool to the dosage theory is the dual qualifier theory. won the Derby, so that makes
Horses that are dual qualifiers Three R i ng and Excelle nt
have less than a 4.00 dosage Meeting not as likely.
No gelding has won since
and are also within 10 pounds of
the high weight in the experi- L929. so that would eliminate
mental free handicap rating, an General Challenge and Va limagmary ranking based on a hoi.
given horse's 2-yenr·old season.
Finally, post position is someHorses that are dual quali- thing to consider. It is just a
fiers this year are An swer matter of simple math. The

wi~ner

horses on the outside of the
racetrack have farther to go
than the h or~es on the inside do.
That is not to say horses haven't
won from outside positions, but
it takes an awfully strong horse
to do so, and I'm not sure tllli;
year's race has one horse that is
that much better than the rest.
Out of this year's 20-horse
field, posts 16 through 20 are
occupied by Fir s t American,
Ch arism a tic, Vicar , Men ifee
and Lemo n Drop Kid.
So, .who do I pick? 111 take
Vicar to win, Cat Thief to
place and Gen eral Challenge
to show. Why? Mainly because
of consistency and because they
just look like nice horses. Consider it my own personal theory.
We'll see Saturday how I rank
against. the pros.

Shelley Street is the chief copy
editor for The Murray State
News.
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lntramurals end season on high note
•

er , even more changes are
planned.
"There's a lot of things I plan
to work on over the summer,"
Epperson said. "I'll be working
on a handout and a video, and
the staff will be going through
the same training as the officials."
New things intramural aficionados can expect for next
year is competitive trap and
skeet shooting, an intramural
fishing tournament and preseason basketball.
"At a conference t~s year,
these were two of the new ideas
I heard," she said. "''m really
excited about the thought of a
fishing tournament, and we're
currently looking at several
options of how to conduct it."
Another change will be the
inclusion of a sportsmanship

BY M ORGAN H ARDY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With the closing of the 19981999 intramural season comes
the inevitable list of winners
and losers. Everyone ·has seen
his share of wins and losses.
But what everyone had, what
everyone can lay claim to, was
a good year, Allison Epperson,
coordinator of campus recreation, said.
"Overall, I was real pleased;
Epperson said. "I never
dreamed there would be 27 soccer and volleyball teams and 56
football teams."
This year has also seen an
overhaul of the referee system,
in which referees went through
extensive training before the
season began and were rated
on their effectiveness. Howev-

code.
"I am concerned about sportsmanship, especially in basketball," Epperson said. "In the
fall, you can expect a code of
conduct. The players will just
have to learn that they will
have to abide by the code.
We've let it slide for a while,
and we just have to let it be
enforced."
Also with the end of the
intramural year comes the
three individual awards campus recreation bestows annually to deserving winners. Ben
Wilson and Sara Williams were
Selected as Outstanding Male
and Female Participants,
respectively, and Jamie Darnell was honored with Outstanding Official.
This is icing on the cake for

Wilson, senior from Calvert
City and athletic director for
Hart College, whose teams collectively brought home the residential college title to Hart.
"I'm really proud we won the
championship this year, which
will be my last in intramurals,"
he said. "I'm really surprised I
was selected for the individual
award. I don't consider myself a
superior athlete, but I did play
almost every single sport."
But of all the moments Wilson has seen this year, one
stands out in his mind.
"My best moment was when
Hart's B team won the residential college title in flag football,
going undefeated," he said. "No
one really gave us a chance, but
we believed in ourselves and we
won."

MSU rifle coach retires after 18 years
the top honor you can receive
as a coach."
This year, his 18th and last,
he led the Racers to the OVC
Championship and a fourth
pl~ce fj.nish at the NCAA Tournament, which he has won
twice with the Racers.
The national championships,
won in 1985 and 1987 are the
only
NCAA championships
ever to be won by any Murray
State sport, making his retirement even more significant.
"It's hard to leave, but I

STAFF REPORT

Racer rifle Head Coach Elvis
Green is shooting for retirement on the eve of his receiving
the 1999 Distinguished Collegiate Shooting Coach Award.
The award, givPn by the
National Rifle Association, is
considered by many, including
Green, to be the premier award
granted to shooting coaches.
"In my opinion, it's the Oscar
of shooting," Green said. "It's

wanted to get out while I was
still able to do some things,"
Green said. "The program is in
good shape, and it was important to leave the program on a
winning note, rather than
when it wasn't doing so well."
The Racers' are not the only
shooters Green has coached to
success. He served as coach to
more than 20 All-Americans
and two Olympians, one of
which, Pat Spurgin, cwas the
first woman to win a gold
medal in air rifle.

In addition to these honors,
Green was named OVC Coach
of the year three times, as well
as Support Coach of the Year,
awarded by the NRA.
"This is certainly a huge loss
not only for Murray State, but
the sport of rifle," E.W. Dennison, athletic director, said.
"You don't replace coaches like
Elvis. They're one of a kind. He
put Murray State among the
elite in the nation, and we'll
always be thankful for what
he's meant to this university."
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Good Luck Graduates
and Best Wishes
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1/2 p rice sale
H7 S. 4th St.
Cadiz, Ky 12211
on sel ected tags
'
753-4087
522-7875

•sunstar
When you have a new
customer purchase package.

summer semester Tan
June t - August 3 t unlimited

Titanium $35 with this ad
SHO 3X $29.50 with this ad

Olympic Shopping center
759·0505

Getting Married??
Let us worry about the pictures.
Cash is tight in college.

•
Nobody has thousands to spend
on a wedding photographer.

•

As graduation looms on the horizon, thoughtl
have no doubt formed in your mind. So have WN'I'tMt-rifi
But through our College Graduate Purchase Proartllot
your dream car down to reali\y. College seniors
get $400 cash back• toward the purchase or laue
Mercury vehicle. For more information, ple-~~':t-111"'
log ontowwldl!l!•••

•
We charge about a third of what
most professional studios do .

•
You keep the negatives.
You pick out the pictures.
No packages to fuss with.

(270) 753-9756
Ask lor Ryan

-......-.-...

GraduatiOn is May 8 at
10 a.m . in the RSEC.

"
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Aracic impacts team, OVC as freshman
gave me a lot of confidence at
the end."
Like many other foreign
Nikola Aracic is not only the transfer athletes, Aracic had to
men's tennis team's newest endure a difficult transition.
star: he's the OVC Player of the But unlike many others, Aracic
Year .
faced a fundamental change in
However, his name is not a his sport. In Germany, tennis
familiar one to many students. was played on clay and even
As a freshman, Aracic is new to carpet for indoor play. This is a
Murray State and collegiate vast difference from the green
tennis. For him to finish a per- bardcourts that are a lmost
sonal record of22-7 in the No.1 exclusive in America.
position on the team as a fresh"I never played a hardcourt
man is shocking. To bring home in Germany," he said. "But it
the highest individual honor worked out quite well, and I
the confer ence bestows is near- think it's the best surface for
ly inconceivable.
me."
Aracic, from Ahaus, GerSuccess does not come easy
many, took the pressures of for him.
a djusting to collegiate level
"We practice about three
play in stride.
hours a day on the cour t,"
"Last semester in the fall was Aracic said. "Besides this, we
har d, but this semester, espe- do weight lifting three times a
cially the second half, was easi- week and conditioning once' a
er," he said. "I got a winning week. Sometimes I practice
streak of 16 matches, and it extra in the morning or late at
BY MORGAN HARDY

AsSISTANT S PORTS EDITOR

.

is an expensive proposition.
low team memb•er, said. "No
"It depends on how I'm play- matter who we're playing, he's
ing," he said. "If I feel like I got a hard match."
have a chance, I might try it for
Like many other team memone or two years. But if not, it'd bers, he has been greatly
just be a waste of money. I'll helped by the guiding hand of
see how I do these remaining Coach Mel Purcell.
three years and judge after
..Coach Purcell gives me a lot
that"
of inspiration," he said. "There
Most important, though,
are a lot of things I can learn
above all of Aracic's personal
from him and he gives me the
accomplishments, are the
inspiration to continue to peraccomplishments of the team.
form well for the team. I'd like
With Aracic's help, the team
to thank him for this great
placed third in the OVC Championships. It was a long road semester and also the rest of
the team for all the support
for a11 involved.
that they gave me."
"During the !'cason, the team
"He's one of our definite winFile Photo spirit was getting better and
ners,"
Hayden said. "If he was a
better," he said. "When the
Nlkola Aracic, freshman from Ahaus, Germany, slams a ball durbasketball
player, he'd be scoring practice. Ahaus finished l l -7 and was undefeated In OVC play. OVC Tournament came, we ing 30 to 40 points a game. He's
were ready. It was only a few
night."
sional player like his favorite points that separated us from our Michael Jordan."
With all the impressive sta- player Goran Ivanisevic, from first."
Said Aracic: "Everything
tistics Aracic has been compil- Aracic's bi rthplace in Split,
"He gives our team a lot of came together and everything
ing, one might wonder if he is Croatia. While the prospect is credibility," Chris Hayden, was perfect for me to give 100
intent on becoming a profes- tempting, joining the pro tour senior from Henderson and fel- percent on the court."

APRIL/MAY 1999
MON .

TUES .

WED.

THURS .

28. 29

2

3

FRI.

30

1

4

OPEN 7 DAYS • 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

to

Whitney Coleman
· Lindsay Chamberlin
Renee Renfroe
KrYstal·French
Kim Lueke

Fresh Express Salad Mix

Red Baron Pizza

16 oz.

Original 12 inch

2/$100

21s5oo

with VIP card (limit 2 with $10 purchase)

Sugar Sweetened

Kool-Aid SQT. c an

97¢
=

wit h VIP card

- ==

Thanks MSU for another
great year!!!

131(3 APPLt CAff
Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m . - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

May t Big Mike Griffen and the
unknown Blues Band
May 8 Hoosier Daddy
May t 5 Monkey Finger
Bands playing au summer longll
LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
901-247-5798
Puryear, TN
Sorry no minors after 9:30 p.m.

Turner Orange Juice Gallon s2 88
Malt-o-Meal Ba·g Cereals 4/ssoo
Old El Paso Salsa or Picante Sauce 20oz. 21s3oo
Old El Paso Taco Shells 12ct. white or corn 98¢
Old El Paso Taco Seasoning or Refried Beans 2/98¢
Florida Red Ripe Watermelons s498
Washington State Red Delicious Apples lOlb. bag s398
OHSE Hot Dogs 12oz. pk. 2/$1°0
Buddig Wafer-Thin Lunch Meats 2.5oz pk. 2/sl 00
~

~~

~
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Rowing excells at West Virginia
Bv MoRGAN HARDY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The men's and women's rowing
teams placed highly last Saturday at
the West Virginia Governor's Cup
regatta at the lJniversity of
Charleston.
The varsity men's team came away
with two bronze medals and one silver medal. The men's eight won
bronze in the 2,000-meter and silver
in the 500-meter sprint. The varsity
four also achieved bronze in its event.
In the novice four's first year of
existence, it brought back a bronze in
the 2,000-meter.
The women's varsity eight also took
the bronze in the 500-meter event,
which meant every team medaled in
at least one event at the regatta.
The men's teams came back with
particular success from the previous
week's competition at the Southern
Intercollegiate RoY.ring Association's
two-day regatta in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Of 52 universities and colleges, the

''riley had already
made a name for
themselves, and only
had to defend it.''
-SARA FREUDENBERG

MEN's1RoWINo CoACH

men's novice team advanced to the
finals, finishing seventh in a competition that has never seen a Murray
State team proceed past the first
round.
The varsity team also recorded an
excellent perfonnance, timing 6:43.2
in the 2,000-meter.
''Varsity did exactly like I thought
they would do," Sara Freudenberg,
men's rowing coach, said. "They had
already made a name for themselves,
and only had to defend it.
''The novice team, on the other
hand, being in their first year exceed-.
ed all my expectations," she said.

Men's tennis finishes out year in
third place at OVC Championship

"It's hard to learn everything you
need to know in the first season.
They'd never even seen one of the
boats or ever heard of any of the
terms."
Risto Paivansalo, senior from Porvoo, Finland, credited the help of the
varsity team and the expertise of
Freudenberg for the success of the
novices.
"They're the reason we've done so
well," he said. "They've made us feel
like we're a part of the varsity team
already. Sara is excellent on the lake
because she used to be a coxswain."
AB is the case with most team
sports, though, the real key was
working together.
"We had really good team spirit,"
Paivansalo said.
"It's tough on them," Freudenberg
said. "Not only do they have to learn,
they also have to bond as a team
before they can compete. Especially
with this being the first year, it was a
big success. rm very proud of them."

By

Aracic was alao named Ohio Valley
Conference Men's Tennis Playe-r of the

PEGGY KRUPICKA

CONTRIIUTING WRITfl

Year.

The Ohio Valley Conference men's
Aracic, of Ahaus, Germany, is the
tennis tournament, hosted by the Uni- Racers' No.1 singles p!aJrer.
versity ofTennessee at Martin, came to
He hel~ his team place well, closing
an end April 25, at the Centennial out hia ftrst collegiate season with a
Sportaplex in Nashville, Tenn. with record of 22-7.
MSU placing third.
'"We had great confidence in ourselves
MSU ended the season 12-11 overall
and jt waa a close game," Aracic said.
and 5·1 in OVC matches.
Even though they did not go on to the
In the semifinal round MSU played final~ Aracic is proud of finiahing
well. Tony Hardman, Chria Hayden,
third.
Raoul Bax and Caesar SChwarz won
*1 feel pod about our placing." Aracic
tbeil' singles matches, while Ni.kola
said. *It's a nice~."
Aracic/Hardman and Hayden/Bax won
"'I playe(J well all season with .no loestheir c1oub1ei matches.
es
m the conference matches and won
Tennessee Tech eventually won the
straight matChes.• Aracic said.
16
semi-final, however, and the Murray
Like the rest of the team, Aracic is
State players went on to win the third~~~forward to the upcoming seaplace match.
Three of the MSU players, freshman son.
Said Aracic: "I ho~ we continue to
Nikola Aracic, junior Tony HardDJan
and senior Chris Hayden made the All· play well and win the OVC tournament

ovcteam.

next year...
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This Is the last
Claaffleds laae lor the
se•ster. 'f0t1
purchase new classllfecls 1t
tile heginnlnt of na.t
sellllter! Thanks lot y011
business!
Next year you may
contact laart lor 111y
services concetnlng the

••Y

Clwllleds.

Have a great summer!
Congrttulations
graduatec!
·~Freedom Feat
~

89ring City-Wide
YardSale

41

lelurd8y.,...., 1, 18117a.m.. 3 p.m.

100" YARD SALES ALL OVER
TOWN I
Maps with 111tes of yard aa1e1 and
descnpbOns oltlem& to be sold are
available lor $1 in the Murray
Tounsm Commission office altha
Comnvnerce Center in front 0( the
Wal-ma11 Supetcenter on April 30
!rom 7:30a.m. ·4:30p.m. and
May 1 from 6 a.m. • noon.
F« mo.. Information, cell
7D-2111 ot 1~715-5004.

1Wo Murray Locations:
US Hwy641 S.
(on 12th St.)

..:1

would like to recognize our new alumnae .
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Lindy Beemer
Leslie Caughron
Kelly Carraway
Jennifer Crisp
Dana Damiani
Susan Glore
Andi Green
Farrah Hargrove
E IIe n H a w k i n s
Jill Irwin
Janet Mazzochi
Mitzi Matheny
Kelly Polivick
Leah Prince
Traci Richerson

753-5030
Open 7 days

..:1
#

a week

607 N. 16th St.
(at 5 Points)
753-6285
Mon·Sat

8a.m.·5p.m .

10% off MSU
Students &
Faculty
Res«Yllllons mMie a WHk
lnMirance
Expires 5120199

Murray state unive.;sity
career services
Presents

Bambi Silva
Tori Squires
Kristina Thompson
Tiffany Weatherwax
Christy Wilson
Nancy Wilson

Friday, july 23
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Lake Barkley State Resort Park

·~~~-~

For more tnrormation, contact Lasenna Powell at 762-3903 or lasenna.powell®murraystate.edeu
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Women's tennis finishes third at OVC Championship
BY jOE DAN DACUS
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Ohio VaHey Conference
women's tennis championship
last weekend nt Nashville' s
Centennial Sportsplex showcased eight schools competing
for the women's tennis championship ptle.
Murray State came in with a
19-8 record, ranking them
fourth in the conference.
The only schools ranked
above Murray were Middle
Tennessee State University.
Tennessee Tech, and UT-Martin.
The weekend started off with
Murray State against Eastern
Il,linois. Murray's Juliana Rite,
sophomore from }<'Iorence, Nina
Sartz-Knudsen, junior from

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Oslo, Norway, and Georgina
Katona, sophomore from
Budapest, Hungary, put away
their singles competitors in two
straight sets.
The doubles teams of Amy
Gemmill, senior from Westerville, Ohio, and Hite put away
their opponents 8-2.
Maria Alonte, freshman from
Milwaukee and Sartz-Knudsen
slammed theirs 8-1. This gave
Murray State the victory 5-2
After knocking ofT No. 5 EIU,
Murray had to play the No. 1
seed Tennessee Tech. Tech
came into the tournament with
the best reoord in the conference and was looking to keep
its momentum going.
MSU's Coach
Keasling
described Tech as "the best
team in the conference."

with her !Alonte) bccl'luse she
is a great player."
After the disappointing loss
to Tech, MSU focused on No. 3
UT-}fartin, which was for third
place in the tournament. Women's Tennis Head Coach Connie
Keasling said her team had the
desire to win.
"I have a team full of comThe doubles teams followed petitors," Keasling said. "When
suit as Berryman/Katona fell 8- they go out there, they play to
3 and Gemmill/Hite fell 8-4.
win."
"We were upset about the
The closest doubles match
loss
(to Tech), but we were calm
was Sartz-Knudsen/Alonte vs.
and
relaxed during the match.Melicoff/Ozge Arsian, which
Sartz-Knudsen/Alonte lost 8-6 es against UTM," Sartz-Knudafter holding a 4-0 lead in the ' sen said.
UT-Martin had defeated
match.
"We did really well consider- MSU earlier in the year, but
ing that we hadn't played there was an upset in the maktogether that much ,• Sartz- ing.
Knudsen said. "I love playing
In singles, Berryman won a
The two seniors, Brooke
Berryman, senior from Westerville, Ohio, and Gemmill, were
hoping to use their court experience to defeat Tech in their
singles matches. Though hardfought, Gemmill fell to Marion
Deriviere 6-3,6-0. Berryman
made a valiant effort in the second set but fell 6-0,7-5.

• SPECIAL +
Wednesday ud Thanay

grueling match against Martha
Montano, 6-4, 6-3. Alonte also
won a difficult match against
Sonia Rogers, 6-4, 7-5. Singles
matches weren't all smiles for
Murray State, as Hite fell to
Karla Azura, 6-4, 6-1 , and
Gemmill fell to Beatrice Allnutt, 6~,6-3 .

Coach Keasling said. "1 was
happy for all players because
they peaked in their pcrformapccs at the same time and
won."
Hite said, ·"It was an awesome feeling to upset Martin
and win third."
Hite and Sartz-Knudsen
were
named to the 1999 WomDoubles, on the other hand,
were excellent for MSU. Berry- en's All-OVC Team.
man/Katona blasted MonBerryman leaves ranked at
tano/Azura, 8-3. GemmilV Hite number six for combined doudefeated Allnutt/Rodgers, 8-5. bles and singles wins in MurSartz-Knudsenl Alonte edged ray State history.
SelVAraez, 8-6.
Berryman is also one of three
With the three wins in dou- women in MSU's history to
bles, Murray State upset the receive three Women's All-OVC
Number three UT at Martin, team honors.
with a final score of MSU, 5 to
Gemmill leaves ranked at
UT-Martin, 2.
number 17 for combined dou"The doubles matches were bles and singles wins in Murthe pivotal point for our team," ray State history.

Yard Sale

All Day aad Mltht

Shrimp, Crab legs,
CRAWFI9H
$6.SO lb.
Steaks,· Enchiladas,
Caribbean Chicken, PEEL &EAT SHRIM
Pizza and More...
.3SO each

Saturday, May 1
7 a.m. -1 p.m.
In Quad near corner
of Olive and 15th St.

1 3 Miles touth of Murray
1 2 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

Sponsored by

Psychology
Club

Get a half-priced......-....
save
up to
soo;o off a BritRail Youth Pass
when you buy a Eurail Youthpass*

s289

•
•
Sprtng
dd the complete British rail network to your ~uropean tri~ at a great
price! When you b uy a Eurail Yout hpass, Euratl Yout h Flextpass or
Europass Youth, you'll receive 50% off a youth BritRail Classic Pass or a
BritRail Flexipass, which lets you hop on or off t he t ra in. See the whole
continent at a red uced price with t hese two great passes. Call today.

A

Finals
special

r---------------------------------------,
Din~ in
Any size Pizza
:
~uyo~

•For traveilm under 26 years of age.

Free Delivery

1

Up to t 0 Toppings

!
I

I

GE
GROUP

All Rail Europe products are available
through the
Kentucky Institute for International Studies ~
located at Faculty Hall - Room 311
,.,

BritRaiJ

762-3091 '

I
I
I

804 C.'Jestnuc St.

753-6656

Not Good with any other offer valid
spring semester only

Congratulations to our Graduating Seniors: Denise Higgins, Brandy Quam, Todd
Stein, Danny Vowell, Lisa Clark, Lori Burling, Mandy Keller, joey Pullin and Michele Marin
1----------r-----------~----------------------------------~
~
· --------~--------------------~
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· ------------------------------------~,---~
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ELEVATORS
Continued from Page 1

years. Current plans have two
elevators in Hart, two elevators
in the Business Building and
two elevators in Sparks Hall
being replaced this summer.
Yeatts said the major problem
with most of the elevators is
they are simply worn· out. It is
Yeatts' understanding the elevators in the residential colleges

are 30 years old.
"I have been told the residential college elevators were
designed for companies that ran
on an eight-hour day, five day a
week schedule,'' he said. "Dorms
work on a 24-7 basis."
The new elevators, which are
already in Elizabeth College, are
to be heavy duty and industrialized. Yeatts said they will be
more reliable and will meet fire
and safety precautions.

CENTERS
Continued from Page 1

screenings for osteoporosis and ultrasounds."
Poston said the hospital would have
technicians to perform the tests. He
said the rehabilitation section will be
for outpatients coming from the hospital. The wellness center will be the
. only section open to the general public.
"We will be marketing the wellness
center to the 35 to 75-year-old age
group," he said. "We hope to have certified people in the wellness center
section as well as the rehabilitation

17

Yeatts encourages students to
take good care of the elevators
and has advice for students who Cominttt!d from Page 1
get trapped inside an elevator.
meeting Tuesday. The executive committee
"If someone gets stuck inside
will also report on a meeting with Alexander.
an elevator, they should remain Faculty Senate President Ann Landini said
calm and never try to force the only that the committee "had a good discussion
doors open and crawl between about the situation!'
the floors," Yeatts said. "What
She said no proposals have been made or
could happen is the problem will be presented to the full Senate.
might be an electrical glitch, and
Former Student Government Association
the doors could close at any President Todd Earwood expressed disaptime."
proval of the faculty's censuring of the presi-

section."
Poston said the wellness center
would be a continuum of care for many
patients.
"It would keep them on a regimen of
continued exercise," he said.
He said the wellness side will contain a six-lane pool, 75 feet in length.
It will also be equipped with a workout area and classroom space for
teaching, including diabetic training
and weight loss classes.
Concerning the issue of multiple
facilities in the area, Poston said he is
also not worried.
"We've looked at facilities similar to
Murray where they had more than
one center, sometimes almost exactly

SENATE

the same," he said. "They both seemed
able to coexist."
Poston said it is not definite yet, but
it looks like melll,bership for the wellness center will run $30 a month.
"We will start working with architects next week," he said. "Late summer will be when construction will
start. We are underway."
The hospital's center will be located
on the northeast corner of 8th and
Poplar, across from the hospital.
The final center still in the planning
stages is that of the YMCA.
Dean Ehrenheim, director of the
YMCA, said that facility will contain a
number of different things.
"Our facility will include what the

dent and said he doesn't fully understand
what will be gained by further action. In an
SGA meeting Wednesday, Earwood said the
actions taken by Faculty Senate against the
pre&ident could be grounds for termination.
Earwood said he came to this information
through the consultation of several lawyers.
"They (Faculty Senate) probably violated the
Civil Rights Act of 1871 that says you cannot
prohibit people from getting public information," Earwood said. "By them conspiring and
voting to censure our president, they, under
federal laws, can be fired."

needs of the community are," he said.
"It will have a swimming pool, but the
size and function will need to be
addressed based on what other groups
are doing. It will also have a 'yet to be
fit center.' A lot of people don't work
out because they are embarrassed.
This would be a workout environment
that would be less threatening."
Ehrenheim said the facility will also
have a regular workout room and a
gym with a walking/jogging track.
"It will have a community meeting
room and a viable teen center," he
said. "It will be an attractive place for
teens to go that would be in a wholesome, friendly environp1ent.•
Ehrenheim said the need for a teen

Clothing

HUI\IIiRY?

Drive

come visit the Sugar Cube
during May for Lunch

April 26 - May 7

Check gour dorm for boxeson everg floor.

+ jumbo hotdogs

+ sandwiches
+ salads
+ -soups

+beverages
+others

All donations go to help the kidsat

Harbor Youth Services

Locat:ed on.t:he • e c ond f'loor. of' t:he Curri• Cent:er

· OPEN 8

a~rn.

- 5

center has become even more evident
after the Littleton tragedy.
"The YMCA is about keeping things
like Littleton from happening," he
said. "It was first created to keep kids
out of trouble."
Ehrenheirn said there will also be a
babysitting area capable of structured
activities promoting YMCA core values and a special needs dressing area.
"Right now family memberships cost
$37 a month and single adult memberships cost $27 a month," he said.
"The costs of the new facility will likely be $40 for a family membership and
$30 for a single adult. There will be a
lot more bang for the buck."

For more info or to mal<e a monetary donation, call
Chuck Vogel at 759-0583.

p~m.
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GET MORE CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS!
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AD.L
BOOK COMPANY
1303 CHESTNUT ST.
Murray, KY 42·071

753-8767

Our new buyback program pays ·
more $$$ than ever!
Come by and ~heck it out ...
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
during- finals week.
~

I

DON'T FORGET...
order your textbooks over Summer break and

SAVE BIG$$$ ...

Get On-Line
and Out of Line
,
order on the W~b@ www.bradleybook.corn

Call toll free:

1-888-BOOK-040
save 30%- 50% on used textbooks!
Have your *credit card and class schedule, including section
numbers (eg, MAT 140-01) handy when you call. All ~in-stock
titles will ship via (JPS/RSP within 24 hours (Shipping Extra)
or can be held for pick up when you return in Aug.
*Mastercard/Visa/Discover Accepted

(
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